Today’s Weather
Clear neat her %%ill continue
In Manta Clara County with
local morning fog. Today’s
temperature range will be 55 BS high to 32-42 low %Oh
gentle winds.
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Pres. Clark
Lauds Eliot
At Forum
"In my end is my beginning."
President Robert D. Clark suggested to an overflow audience
that the closing sentence of T. S.
Eliot’s "East Coker" was a fitting
epitaph to the poet, honored yesterday morning in a Concert Hall
symposium.
Acting as moderator, President
Clark expressed the belief, "Having once read Eliot, one cannot put
him out of the mind."
TWO POEMS
Readings of two Eliot poems,
"The Hollow Man" and "Little
Gidding," by SJS graduate student
Russell Holcomb drew long audience applause.
Holcomb poignantly recited the
closing lines of "The Hollow Men":
"This is the way the world
ends."
"This is the way the world
ends."
"This is the way the world
ends."
"Not with a bang but with
a whimper."
Dr. Otto C. Williams, professor
of English and coordinator of the
Humanities Program said, "This
death, in a special way, diminishes
oneself."
Dr. Roland Lee, professor of
English, explained concepts of
Eliot’s criticism that tradition
was "going by the boards"; that
the progress of the artist is to
separate his art from his personal
self, to de-personalize himself; and
that "emotions of art, specifically
poetry, are not the same as emotions of real life at all."
DR. TANSEY
"At a time when dramatic poetry
was dead, Eliot was searching for
a new vehicle," said Dr. Richard
Tansey, professor of art.
Dr. Tansey suggested that Eliot
found the key to expression in the
speech of modern life.
Dr. Arturo Fallico, professor of
philosophy, referred to Eliot as
"one of the first, clear voices who
warned of the impending disaster,
the ’bankruptcy’ that had befallen
our civilization."
Eliot, said Dr. Fallico, gave an
honest statement of the banality
human existence had become.
"His task was to find the meaning of existence, how to bring fulfillment in this chaos to those
hollow lives."
Eliot, who revolutionized English
poetry, died Jan. 5 in his London
home at the age of 76.
Born in St. Louis, Eliot went to
England during World War I and
became a naturalized British subject in 1927.
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Pre-reg.
Recreation minor, phoning
to take recreation courws In
the spring semester may preregister Monday. Jan. 18, 12:30 p.m. in PERIN.
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Council Reconsiders Votes
To Back Sangha Symposium
Sangha Club, a group interested
in Oriental philosophy, received a
mandate yesterday from Student
Council to begin preparing for
a two-day symposium Feb. 27-28.
Council voted 14-1-1 to override an FAB (Financial Advisory
Board) veto of an earlier council
decision to underwrite the project for $2,400.
The vote was clear-cut, yet too
close for the comfort of the symposium’s sponsors. A two-thirds
council majority, or 14 votes, was
necessary to override FAB’s action.
Katherine (J. J.) Fraser, junior
representative, was the lone dissenter. She said she still questioned aspects of the project’s financial organization.

Photo by Jon Lewis
FALSTAFF played by
Christopher Hungerland, is shown here with Mrs. Ford, played by
Maureen Shin, in a scene from Nicolai’s "Merry
Wives of Windsor." The comedy opera presented by the Opera Workshop will open tonight at 8:15 in Concert Hall. Repeat performance will be presented Saturday night. Students
and faculty members of the Drama and Music

Departments have collaborated in the production, headed by Edwin C. Dunning, associate
professor of music. Reserved seat tickets are
available in the Music Box Office. Prices are
50 cents for students and $1.25 for general
admission. "While the Saturday performance
is nearing sellout, good seats are still available
for tonight," according to Dr. Dunning.

Pres. Clark States Views
On Education Master Plan
This is the lest in a four-part series
explaining the California State Mester
Plan for Higher Education and its
effects on the state’s college system
and SJS in particular.
By CHERI WALKER
Administrators on this campus
and others are becoming familiar
with the ramifications of the
master plan, and many of them already have voiced their opinions.
Dr. Robert Clark, now SJS college president, has given some of
his views on the plan and its two
areas of expansion as it affects
San Jose State.
"I hope," he said, "that it (the
curricular plan), will mean a considerable realignment of courses."
He did not try to predict the future
but said "that at this point the administration must work with department heads and faculty to
reach a final product.
"I hope it will mean a re-examination and consolidation of
courses."

plan on the state colleges, Pres.
Clark feels that the limitations on
curricula and enrollment are good.
"I am in favor of placing some
limitations on the curricula
whether they are imposed or not,
because I think we should do
things with strength and quality.
"As for the enrollment ceiling,
how can it hurt us? It simply allows us to provide better services
with the facilities we have available. I do think we will get a lot
of public reaction because of it."
AUTONOMY WEAKENED
Dr. Clark agrees that the curricular guidance of the trustees
partially destroys the autonomy of
the state colleges, but he does not
feel that the master plan is particularly undermining to the college.
"I think the idea of the Master
Plan is good. One problem arises
because people sometimes misunderstand the relationship of research to instrutcion. I do think
we have unnecessary limitations on
our research program."
He does not, however, feel that
making SJS a state university
would solve that many problems
either. He feels, instead, that the
question depends on whether the
college can have a useful existence
as a college or must go on to university status to get full use.
"Many people," he said, "think
this is the only way a college can

FAVORS LIBERAL ARTS
Dr. Clark is becoming known as
an advocate of a liberal arts program as opposed to a heavy emThe Sara Francisco Warriors phasis on applied arts.
"We have a large, increased
of the National Basketball Association sold Wilt Chamberlain, corps of liberal arts majors, and I
7’1" all-star center, to the Phila- think that this is good. We must
delphia 76ers last night for an have liberal arts and sciences at
undisclosed amount of cash and the core of all curriculum.
"I also believe, however, that
three players.
Dr. Clark’s concern is not only
The sale was minute prior to our society demands liberally edu- with the curricular development of
people."
St.
cated
star
game
in
last night’s all
the campus.
In spite of what many people
Louis, won by the East, 124 to
CAMPUS DISUNITY
master
of
the
limitations
are
feel
123.
I am deeply concerned about
the campus with its lack of unity.
Its cluttered appearance that invites more clutter and hides the
area of real beauty and charm that
we have on campus.
RED CHINA THREATENS VIET NAM ACTION
"I believe that we now have the
TOKYO I UPI) Communist China threatened to take action in
the campus
South Viet Nam yesterday if the United States expands the anti- opportunity to unite
under the new plan and I think
Communist war there.
concern wit h landThe Peking regime pledged to support Communist North Viet architectural
scaping detail can do a great deal.
Nam and "completely defeat the U.S. imperialist aggression."
Ile also feels that the construcIt was one of the strongest Chinese statements on Viet Nam
tion of the college union and the
since the Gulf of Tonkin crisis last August.
will add to campus
Yesterday’s threat of Chinese intervention was contained in a central library
government statement distrihuted by the New China News Agency. unity.
Dr. Clark’s concern is that of
It commented on plans by South Korea for sending 2,000 non -combat
many educators in the state institroops to the assistance of the South Vietnamese government.
tutions of higher education. The
RAFFERTY SEEKS INTEGRATION OF TEACHING STAFFS
master plan is a new type of proSACRAMENTO (UPI) ---Dr. Max Rafferty said yesterday that gram for coordinating education.
schools must try to integrate their staffs, particularly in the suburbs. If it proves successful, it could
The superintendent of public instruction testified before the make a considerable dent in the
Senate fact finding subcommittee on race relations and urban prob- bulwark of education across the
United States. If its opponents are
lems at a hearing on "race relations and education."
He said a current activity of the Department of Education is right and it is not successful, Calito persuade qualified persons from minority groups to apply for fornia colleges will have to pick
up the pieces and begin again.
ochool Jobe, and school districts to hire them.

Chamberlain Sold

World Wire

Fasting Student
Protests Policies
Of SJS Cafeteria
Rafael H. Reyes, senior philosophy major, is fasting in protest
of "unfair working conditions" in
the Spartan Cafeteria. Reyes
claims that Cafeteria employees
are not paid overtime, receive low
wages, and are denied "respect
and consideration due to human
beings."
Reyes made the same protest
April 22, 1963. His complaints were
reviewed by members of the administration. Glen E. Guttormsen,
college business manager, explained
in length at that time that the
cafeteria is under the state employment policies and salary scales.
Reyes appealed to student council yesterday afternoon to take
action on the subject. Council referred the problem to Spartan
Shops Board, since council does
not have any control over cafeteria
policies or employment.
Last semester Reyes fasted for
two weeks in front of the administration building in protest of
"secret files maintained by the administration" in regard to the Dr.
Jones controversy.

SPECIAL ASB FUND
In underwriting the symposium,
"Approaches to the Self," council
stipulated that profits, if any,
should revert to a special ASB
fund for future related events.
Symposium sponsors also agreed
to lower the registration fees to
$5 for SJS students. Fees for
community participants will remain at $15.
Ronald W. Jue, symposium coordinator, presented petitions totaling 630 names to the representatives. He said that many of
the 100 petitions passed out were
still being circulated.
ABSORB LOSSES
In re-affirming its earlier support of the symposium, council
declared that it would absorb any
losses incurred by the project.
Afterwards. Jue expressed his
approval of the council action.
"I hope its action will encourage
other groups to bring ambitious
programs such as this to campus,"
he declared.
In other action, Pisano urged
council to inform Bob Titchenal,
head football coach, of As request
that he submit comments on his
proposals for "improving the football situation."
This request was contained in
last Wednesday’s resolution urging
that Titchenal resign his position
immediately.
Titchenal’s reply, Pisano said,
should be "translated into facts
and figures when it comes time
for council to evaluate next year’s
football budget."
EXPRESSES ’AMAZEMENT’
The chief executive expressed
his "amazement" at the "unwarranted and unfair" criticism of
the ASB’s actions during the controversy by the press.
Pisano also announced that
Spring ASB elections will he held

April 28-29, following Easter
break next semester.
His request for $330 to fly to
Washington Feb. 3 for a meeting
with President Lyndon B. John-

School Aid
Funds Aim
At Youth

son was approved by the representatives.
In additional work, council
unanimously approved new legislation which will unify the ASB’s
interviewing machinery into a
single committee.
INTERVIEW CANDIDATES
The Personnel Selection Committee will interview all candidates for membership in ASB, faculty-student, and College Union
committees.
Representatives also approved
a request from Donald R. Ryan,
assistant to the dean of students,
for $3,000 to assist the depleted
loan funds of the USA (United
Student Aid) program.
Jerry Engles, information officer, also was given council backing in his request to reorganize
Spartan From the Start into four
separate publications in order to
make the booklet more effective.
There would be no extra cost
to the ASS in any such revisions,
he declared.

By ARNOLD B. SAWISLAK
United Press International
WASHINGTON (UPI)
President Johnson asked Congress Tuesday to enact a $1.5 billion new
school aid program aimed primarily
at bringing "better education to
millions of disadvantaged youth
who need it most."
Unveiling a sweeping program to
aid children from nursery school
age to the college level, he called
education "the number one business of the American people."
Nothing, he said in a special message to Congress, matters more to
the future of the country becauses
"freedom is fragile if citizens are
ignorant."
FEDERAL SCHOLARSHIPS
Two speakers will appear at
Part of the program includes
$260 million for 140,000 federal SJS this afternoon and tonight.
British journalist Edwin Hinchscholarships for students who are
gifted but cannot afford college; cliffe will explore the "Preconcepfederal guarantees f o r private tions and Misconceptions of the
loans to students; additional emUnited States" this afternoon at
phasis on aid to small colleges;
and funds to build up the quality 1:30 in S112.
"Alaska’s Good Friday Earthof college libraries.
The whole program was aimed quake and Some Consequences for
at what the U.S. Office of Educa- the Works of Man" will be distion regards as the two most crit- cussed by eeologist Arthur Grantz
ical areas of need in American ed- this evening at 7:30 in TH55.
ucation elementary schools in
Hinchcliffe is deputy editor of
poor areas, and the difficulty the British Broadcasting Corporayoung people from low- and even tion’s (BBC) world wide radio
middle-income families have in news program: "Radio Newsreel."
paying for college.
This afternoon’s lecture will be
his only speaking engagement durCOST RUNS HIGH
Johnson said the cost of neg- ing his trip to the United States
lecting these problems runs high. and is sponsored jointly by the
"Unemployment of young peo- ASB Lecture Committee and the
ple with an eighth grade education Department of Journalism and Ador less is four times the national vertising.
Working with the U.S. Geologiaverage," he said.
"Jobs filled by high school grad- cal Survey in Menlo Park, Grantz
uates rose by 40 per cent in the toured the damaged areas of
last ten years. Jobs for those with Alaska shortly after the quake. He
less schooling decreased by nearly also co-authored the official geological disaster report. The earth10 per cent."
The National Educational Asso- quake caused heavy damage in an
ciation, the nation’s largest teach- area of 50,000 square miles and
ers’ organization, praised Johnson caused many tidal waves.
The lecture will be sponsored by
for making "one of the strongest
commitments to meeting the urg- the Department of Economics and
ent needs of the public schools Geography and Gamma Theta Upever to come from the White silon, honorary geography fraternity.
House."

Writer, Geologist
To Speak Today

New Spartan Daily Editor Named
Tom Powell, Spartan Daily wire
editor and columnist, was appointed next semester’s editor by Bob
Pisano, ASB president, yesterday
afternoon.
The appointment was confirmed
by Student Council, which also
ratified three other publications
appointments made by Pisano.

IRVIN TIESSEN
. . Lyke editor

Irvin Tiessen, senior business
management major, was named editor of Lyke magazine, Bob Blakeman, senior Industrial management
major, was appointed advertising
manager of Lyke.
Ed. A. Foster, senior advertising
major, was named advertising
manager for Spartan Daily.

TOM POWELL
Daily editor

Powell, a senior journalism major from Redding, has been on the
Daily staff for two semesters. He
edits the "World Wire" news
wrap-up and writes a column
"Don’t Put Me On."
Tiessen is currently on the Lyke
staff. He is married and comes
from San Luis Obispo where he at-

ED A. FOSTER
... Daily ad manager

tended College of the Sequoias.
Blakeman’s home is in Westchester. He is a member of the
magazine’s advertising staff.
Foster is currently business
manager of the Daily. He comes
from Phoenix, Arizona, where he
served an internship in advertising
with Blue Cross Insurance.

BOB BLAKEMAN
Lyke ad manager
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Claire Booth Luce Speaks at Stanford
Calls for Strengthening of Her Party

THE GUEST ROOM
Editor’s Note: Contributioiss to the Guest Room aro riled, by non.
members of the Spartan Daily Staff. Daily reserves the right to choose and
edit contribution as it sees fit.
By PEER VINTHER
Chairman, Committee for Socialist Action
The press of this country has achieved international distinction
for its consistent distortions of all matters effecting the economic
and political status of the United States. With the coverage of the
an-called "humanitarian mission" In the Congo, the press has outdone itself, and the U.S. once again has put itself in a position of
open support for a hated dictator. That the Congolese people’s backing of Tshombe is minimal is clearly shown by the fact that this
Belgian puppet has been forced to hire white mercenaries to do his
"freedom fighting" for him.
If the U.S.-Belgian intervention was motivated altruistically,
what was the reason for the dropping or paratroopers Into Stanleyville, the city which the mercenaries had tried unsuccessfully to capture from the "rebels"? A look at the foreign investments in the
Congo may clarify the issue. The major foreign economic holdings
are in the mineral enterprises owned and mined by a U.S.-BelgianBritish controlled corporation, the Union Miniere du Haut Katanga
(UMHK I. In 1960 UIVIHK produced 73 per cent of the cobalt in the
West, 60 per cent of the uranium, and 10 per cent of the copper. By
1960 Belgium had invested more than $3 billion in the Congo, and
the U.S. about $1,4r billion, much of it coming from the Rockefeller
family. From 1961 to 1963, U.S. investments doubled to $1.2 billion,
nearly the amount invested in Brazil. The role of the West in the
politics of the Congo Republic also may shed some light on the
"rescue mission" and the present situation in the Congo.
The Congo has been in constant turbulence since June 30, 1960,
when it gained formal independence from Belgium. Following the
election of Patrice Lumumba as Prime Minister, Belgium, in order
to weaken his government and protect its holdings, moved to separate Katanga Province from the Republic. Lumumba then made the
fatal error of asking for immediate help from the U.N. Pressured
by the U.S., the United Nations sent troops to the Congo, but refused to enter Katanga. There the Belgians had built up an army of
10,000 men, an army used to crush uprisings of Congolese soldiers
and miners, and to help Tshombe suppress dissidents in the Katanga
Parliament. Tshombe, a wealthy plantation owner, had been elevated
by the Belgians to a position of leadership in Katanga. Pressure in
the U.N. by the African nations finally forced the U.N. to end Belgian
occupation.
By this time, however, Josef Kasavubu, Lumumba’s commander1n -chief, had taken sides against the Prime Minister and sent a separate delegation to the U.N. When this was recognized as the legitimate Congolese delegation, Lumumba was removed from office,
seized, and, in return for a conference between Kasavubu and
Tshombe, was handed over to Tshombe. U.N. investigation later
ascertained that Lumumba was murdered a few weeks later. On
Feb. 21, 1961 the Security Council demanded an end to Katanga
secession, but Belgium continued to finance Tshombe’s mercenaries.
By January 1963, U.N. forces controlled Katanga, and Tshombe,
defeated, was in exile in Portuguese Angola. These three years of
struggle had destroyed the Congolese economy, and the dissatisfied
people, most of whom were still Lumumbaists, started guerilla warfare in several areas. Given world opinion, it was impossible to turn
the U.N. forces into an anti-Lumumba army, so back on the scene
we find Tshombe and his "National Congolese Army." The stage is
now set for U.S. aid in the form of a paratroop contingent, army
counter-insurgency "experts" and 35 aircraft, including B-26 bombers (New York Times, June 14, 1964).
As can be readily understood,
************************ this history has left the Congolese people with an intense
hatred of the Western bloc and
the white man. The press accuses the "rebels" of savagery,
and justly so, but the "civilized"
world has been no less savage in
Its treatment of the Congo.
This policy, the latest link on
what seems to be an endless
chain of bankrupt foreign policies, finds Lumumba a martyr
for African unity and black nationalism, and it finds our embassies attacked throughout
Africa.
It is becoming increasingly apparent that in back of the many
peace overtures made by the
The above slogan is being heard
U.S. government, there is the
guile widely throughout the country.
desire to create further situaIt is high time. For far too long we
tions which can be utilized for
have let others raise our children,
select our political candidates and
additional exploitation of the
speak for us as citizens. The result is
underdeveloped countries. These
a feeling that we have no personal
attempts by the government to
representation in government, and
that we are not being protected
increase the power of U.S. ecoagainst the steady advance of corn nomic interests is the greatest
threat to world peace today.
Instead of feeling frustrated, per.
haps we should ell fake a hard look
at whether we have done our part
individually. It is very easy to feel
that there is nothing we can do indiSAN JOSE STATL COLILLL
vidually and to fall back on felling
Second class Postage Paid at San
each other how serious the situation
California
Member California
Jose,
is. But if we content ourselves with
Newspaper Pubilshers Association and
making token contributions to a parCirculations. PubAudit
Bureau
of
ty or a candidate, we are less than
lished daily by the Associeted Stuworthy of our heritage. Of course
dents
of
San
Jose
College, vi State
there are more activities than one
cep} Saturday and Sunday, during colman can join but that is no excuse
only
year.
Subscription
accepted
lege
for not doing something.
on a remainder -of -semester basis, Full
National action is only the sum
academic year, 59; each semester,
total of individual action, and unless
$4.50. Off-campus price per copy, 10
we do the best we can we will not
cents. CV 4-6414Editorial Ext. 2383,
be able to say, "I stood up and
2384. 2385, 2386, Advertising Ert.
spoke out for what I thought was
2081, 2082, 2083, 2084. Press of Globe
right."
Printing Co. Office hours 1:45.4:20
I can’t help thinking of two statep.m. Monday through Friday.
ments of one of our great presidents.
WILLIAM WATSON
Editor
Theodore Roosevelt: "Do the best
IANFT aftalthl
Adv Menen.
you can with what you have, where
Day Editor DAVE DELLAMAGGIORE
you are." If we fail to do that we
tot-t-tAki L0,1
News &ill,
will be reminded of the second:
BILL LEONARD
Ceov Edit0,
"Tombstones marking the tragedies
of statesmanship should almost all
bear the same inscription, ’Too
Late."

Stand Lip and
Speak Out!
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’YOU’LL LIVE, RUT NOT M
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Thrust and Parry
Anti-Poetry Forum
Article Attacked
Editor:
In an article in the Jan. 8,
Spartan Daily, Miss Adrienne
Kennedy, fine arts editor, skeptically considered the feasibility
of poetry on Seventh Street. She
asked, "Does poetry belong on
Seventh Street? If so,,. ’Is SJS
ready for open-air poetry?’"
If poetry does not belong on
Seventh Street, where does it
belong? I, for one, would rather
stand in the fresh air than sit In
a functional, acoustically superior library building to hear
poetry. But the truth is, poetry
belongs ’most everywhere; that
it is not more widespread is an
expression of the narrowness

Two
WASHINGTON (UPI)
American fighter planes were
shot down over Laos Wednesday,
leading to disclosure that the
United States has begun bombing raids against Communist
supply lines leading into South
Viet Nam.
In a brief announcement, the
Defense Department refused
comment on the mission of the
two heavily armed, supersonic
Air Force jets, an F100 and an
F105. One of the pilots, whose
name was not known, was rescued after the daylight incident.
The other pilot, still missing,
was identifed as Capt. Charles
L. Ferguson of Clovis, N.M., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Ferguson of Parma, Idaho. He was
thought to have been flying the
F100 fighter plane.
PILOT IDENTIFIED
It was explained that the Pentagon is notified automatically
of casualty cases. Ferguson was
identified quickl y, therefore.
while the name of the rescued
pilot still had not been transmitted to Washington.
A Pentagon spokesman said
he was unaware of any retaliatory U.S. action.
Six U.S. planes have now been
downed over Laos since last
June. But unlike Wednesday’s
statement, the Pentagon had reported that the other four were
on reconnaissance missions
checking on Communist troop
movements in Laos when they
were shot down.
Other sources disclosed for the
first time that the two planes
lost Wednesday were flying combat missions against supply lines

HYSTER
COMPANY
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Alma and Almaden
294.2041
"PSYCHO"
"BLOOD AND ROSES"

1968 Alum Rock Aws.
NORTH SCREEN
"MAU MAU"
"TAKE OFF YOUR CLOTHES
AND LIVE"
"WEREWOLF IN GIRLS’
DORMITORY"

396 South First
"LILI"
"ISLAND OF BLUE
DOLPHINS"
STUDENT RATE

and inflexibility of the unpoetic.
To ask if San Jose State is
ready for poetry is to assume
that the college is unproductive
and passive, that no poetry exists here. But it does exist, sadly
underemphasized and hidden,
solely expressed by a conscious
minority. It is an unfortunate
comment on a college that an
art professor, David Hatch, refers to poetry at SJS as a "cello
deep in a forest."
To hear the skepticism of the
fine arts editor is disturbing; in
fact, maddening! For one who,
as her position on the Daily staff
implies, should be aware and
enthusiastic about all forms of
art, her attitude seems quite
contradictory and unpoetic.
Karen Michaeloff
A7992

Two US. Fighter Planes
Downed in Laos Action

EL RANCHO
STUDIO

WELL AS You uSEI> To."
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By ’JACK COX
Mi s. Claire Booth Lure, renowned author, lec t rer and
public servant, called for a
strengtheining of the Republican Pary without a split so
the "two party system will continue to exist."
The former three term Congresswoman and U.S. Italian
Ambassador declared in a speech
at Stanford on Tuesday afternoon that "there must be opposition to the party in office so
there will be a free exchange
or ideas."
"The only hope the Republican Party has is a failure of
the Democrat Party," pointed
out Mrs. Luce. "By failure I
mean a long and wounding war
or a depression which I don’t
want because their failure would
mean our country’s failure,"
she warned.
Mrs. Luce has been an active
worker in the Republican Party
for many years and was an ac-

SOUTH SCREEN
"PAJAMA PARTY"
"BEDTIME STORY"

in Laos serving Communist Viet
Cong guerrillas in neighboring
South Viet Nam.
NO INDICATION
There was no indication where
the U.S. planes were based, or
whether the raids have been successful. Apparently they were
launched several weeks ago.
The disclosure was sure to
produce diplomatic repercussions.
But it came as little surprise to
those in Washington who had
suspected the U.S. reconnaissance flights had a broader purpose.
The State Department declined
comment beyond the Pentagon’s
announcement.
The bombing raids were believed to have begun in late November, while Ambassador Maxwell D. Taylor was in Washington for consultations on the Vietnamese crisis.

Daily Slammed
For Ad Refusal
Editor:
Before Christmas our Atheist
ad was rejected by the Spartan
Daily. We were informed at that
time that our ad constituted
criminal libel due to Its blasphemous content. We further were
Informed that a few lines of
explanation would make our ad
acceptable to both God and the
state.
Last Friday we attempted to
place an ad which conformed to
the censorship policies of the
Spartan Daily. The ad manager
of the Spartan Daily rejected
our advertisement and refused
to give us an explanation for her
action. We demand an explanation!
We are certain that the Spartan Daily staff is aware of the
fact that the suppression of a
minority view is an abridgment
of the rights guaranteed to us
by the First Amendment of the
Constitution of the United States.
We have discussed the legal
problems involved in this matter, and we have been assured
by a representative of the American Civil Liberties Union that
we will be given legal support
should we choose to take the
matter to court.

live speaker for Senator Barry
Goldwater. She seriously considered running against both
Robert Kennedy and Kenneth
Keating in the past senatorial
race in New York where Kennedy won.
Mrs. Luce covered the background and present and future
importance of the two parties.
"In the past election the Democrat Party ran on the old Hamiltonian theory of executive
power, which was that of Republicans and the GOP ran on
the traditional Democrat theories of Jefferson of limited government and states rights." She
said, "President Johnson is taking some of Goldwater’s ideas.
The Johnson administration will
be primarily conservative because if something goes wrong
then he won’t win in ’68."
She contended that the "hard
core of a party saves the two
party system because it keeps
the party from splitting." A
minority party must place its
hope on its hard core and the
hard core in each party is relatively conservative.
"The greatest crisis facing you
the youth of America in this
next generation is Red China,"
states Mrs. Luce. She feels it
is the greatest crisis to face in
many, many yearn,"! have faith
in you and I am sure you will
overcome the crisis ahead of
you," she said.
"If peace and prosperity is
maintained by the Democrats
they will last for a long time,"
Mrs. Luce continued. "I predict
a recession soon, not a depression, because no nation can
spend more than it has. I also
see the outlines of a war.
"The great virtue, as late
President John Kennedy pointed
out in his book "Profiles in
Courage," in politics, as in all
aspects of life, is courage." The
former Congresswoman declared,
"Great Presidents become great
from the events they handle
with courage."
Claire Booth Lure attended
St. Mary’s in New York and has
received a Doctor of Laws from
Temple, Creighton, and Georgetown Universities,
)Di

Fall Fashions
Like -New Clothing
Budget Boosters in
Sweaters Skirts
Suits Dresses
THE CLOTHES CLOSET
1854 W. Son Carlos
286-3727
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LIVE TOGETHER IN HARMONY
new dimension
Now at SJ S
in unapproved coed living. Developed from success in Southern Calif.
colleges . . . a coed dorm is now
open for Spring Session.
Men and women share eating facilities and reside on different floor
!seek of the 3 story structure.
$375. a semester includes
these features:
Room and Board
Use of swimming pool
2 blocks front college
Private phones available
Modern, clean, comfortable rooms
Harmony Heights
345 E. William
For information contact:
Mrs. Barnes. 286.4220
Mr. Price. 297-2181
(Advance rrrrr vations a must )
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Pauson’s

Dale R. Spady
A3155
Director of CAC
kerreoce Gibbs
A I 3354
Co-ordtriator of CAC
Ad Manager’s Note:
I did not make the statement that
the ad would be accepted if certain
changes were made in the ad. The advice as to how to make the ad legally
acceptable wss given by the Faculty
Adviser. The Advertising Manager of
publication is responsible for the
ads which appear in the publication
and thus has the right to accept or
decline to accept an ad without further explanation.
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FOLK
Cuitars-Banjos-Lessons

RENT TO LEARN

BENNER MUSIC
CY 7-7417

1884 W. San Carlos

CLEARANCE
America’s Most Famous Brand

all-weather
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JACKETS
and stadium coats

Superb college living quarters
Openings now available for
SPRING SEMESTER
Inquire at 576 South Rh Street

1/4 OFF
wide selection of styles

Pauson’s
Downtown 127 So. First

Valley Fair
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PINNINGS
Vlekl Bergez, Kappa Alpha Theta, junior social science major
from Greenbrae, to Mike Forester, Sigma Chi, junior natural science
major from Vista.
Carolyn Anderson, Little Sister of Minerva, sophomore education major from Rolling Hills. to Gary Read, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, and water polo All -America, senior physical education major
from Fullerton.
HokeMarie Stanton, Alpha Phi, junior sociology major from
Los Angeles, to Cadet David Kuhn, senior engineering at West
Point. lie is 1111111 Los Angeles.
Ginn’ Spark, sophomore pre-law student at Seattle University,
to Norm Lemberg, Sigma Chi, junior pre -dentistry student from
Anacurtes, Wash.
Gail Groentema, junior English major from Whittier, to Skip
Woodward, Theta Chi, senior social science major from Whittier.
Carole Walker, Kappa Alpha Theta, senior business major
from Sacramento to Don Biddle, Delta Upsilon, senior accounting
major from Concord.
Julie PaWino, Delta Gamma, sophomore art major from San
Bernardino, to Art Andrews, Delta Sigma Phi, graduate student in
physical education from El Cerrito.
Carol Armstrong, Alpha Phi, senior elementary education major from El Cerrito, to Bill Yarbrough, Sigma Chi, junior business
and industrial management major from Merritt Island, Fla.
Janet Hjelmeland, Kappa Kappa Gamma, senior English major
from San Jose, to Les Herold, Alpha Delta Phi from Cal, now
attending SJS, senior psychology major from San Jose.
Carole Fuller, president of Kappa Kappa Gamma, senior education major from San Francisco, to Man, Cramer, Alpha Tau
Omega, senior pre-med student at Johns Hopkins University in
Baltimore, Md.
Barbara Cross, Gamma Phi Beta, sophomore political science
major at UCLA from Los Gatos, to Bryant Nelson, Sigma Chi,
sophomore pre-dental major from San Jose.
Irene Carr, Gamma Phi Beta, junior sociology major from San
Jose, to Bill Laughlin, Sigma Chi, senior music major from Oakland.
Jun Weddle, Alpha Omicron Pi, sophomore interior decoration
major from San Jose, to Jim Johnson, Sigma Chi, sophomore
aeronautical engineering major from Mountain View.
Barbara Tilghman, junior art major from San Leandro, to
John Adams, Lambda Chi Alpha, SJS graduate from Red Bluff.
Susan Pera, senior elementary education major from Palo Alto,
to lienry Ferber, Lambda Chi Alpha, senior business major from
Caplet’s, Calif.
ENGAGEMENTS
Jody Kaiser, Alpha Phi, junior speech major from Manhattan
Beach, to Dan Aynesworth, Sigma Phi Epsilon, senior engineering
major from San Anselmo. They will be married Feb. 6.
Name( Kramer, Alpha Clii Omega, freshman sociology major
from Van Nuys, to Mark Grosher, senior political science major
at UCLA, from Van Nuys. They will be married in June, 1966.
Carol Morton, senior occupational therapy major from San
Carlos, to Norman Eliason, senior physical education major at San
Francisco State, from Palo Alto. They plan a summer wedding.
Deborah Miller, Kappa Alpha Theta, junior journalism major
from San Marino, to Peter Caldwell, Sigma Chi, senior social
science major from Saratoga. They plan a June wedding.
Mary Jo Alexander, senior elementary education major from
Campbell, to John Sparry, senior business and industrial management major from San Jose. They will be married in June.
Heather Ramsay, sociology major from Upland, Calif., to Ross
McGowan, Theta Chi, radio-TV management major from Portland,
Ore.
Pat Barnebey, Delta Gamma, senior sociology major from
North Hollywood, to Paul Winterholder, Pi Kappa Alpha, senior
business and social science major from Los Gatos. They will be
married June 19.
Cathi Pitman, senior education major from Madera, to Don
Warnock, ’64 graduate in marketing now employed by Rainier
Construction. They have set June 19 as their wedding date.
Barbara Wade, senior elementary education major from Lafayette, to David Winkler, senior industrial relations major from
Santa Rosa. They will be married June 19.
Sandra Shapiro, junior business major from Beverly Hills, to
Dave Ellis, senior business and industrial management major from
Riverside.
Miri Nicolaisen, Delta Gamma, senior elementary education
major from Alamo, to William Davis, Alpha Tau Omega, senior
social science major from Sacramento. August 7 is their wedding
date.
Karen Kilgour, Delta Gamma, sophomore business major from
Manhattan Beach, to Roger Sutter, Alpha Tau Omega, graduate
student in industrial management. They will be married in April.
Holly McCloud, Delta Gamma, senior sociology major from
Pacific Palisades, to Don Francis, studying at Northwestern
Medical School. They will be married in June.
Junith Donivan, sophomore art major from Solvang, to Robert
Murillo, graduate student in English from Oakland. They will be
married Feb. 7.
Renee Villano, Alpha Phi, senior elementary education major
from Richmond, to Ronald Lindesunan, Tau Delta Phi, graduate
physical education student and part-time instructor from Los Angeles. They will be married this summer.
Sharon Barry, Chi Omega and Little Sigma, junior elementary
education major from San Jose, to Mike Weatherbie, Sigma Chi
and Chi Omega Knight, junior social science major from Anacortes, Wash.
Linda Hjelmeland, Kappa Kappa Gamma, SJS graduate in
business education from San Jose, to Jim Spading, Phi Sigma
Kappa, business administration major from Palo Robles.

lielarririnir Nile a litiaiiem. He’s
an invalid. To be precise he’s a
head and only this. But is he
"The Shrunken Head of Pancho
Villa?"
The answer to this question
will be left to the audienee ay milling to I.uis Miguel Valdez,
former 5.15 student, who will
have his original play. ’The
Shrunken Head of Pancho Villa,"
presented tonight and Friday
night at 8:15 in the Studio
Theater.
The play deals with a Mexican -American family adjusting
to American life. Conflict is created when three members of the
family try to Americanize the
family while the other members
try to keep their Mexican ways.
The action revolves around
the eldest brother, Belarmino,
who is a head. Playing the part
of Belarmino will be Iver Flom.
The other two brothers will be
played by D. Fred Kahn and
Dan Zanvet tor.
William and Carol Pendergrast
will portray the fat her and
mother, Pedro and Cruz. Sally
Kemp will play Lupe, the
daughter.
Other members of the east in -

t hale ih,outi
as Chate,
Gretchen Greene as Nellie, and
Gary Sacce as the policeman.

IVER FLOM AS ’HEAD’
. . . stars in new play

Kaucher Semi-Finalists
To Compete for Top Prize
Final competition for the Di
Dorothy Kaucher Oral Interpretation Award will be held the.
afternoon, 3:30, in the College
Theater. The program is free to
the public.
Six semi-finalists will compete,
each presenting a seven-minute
interpretation of his selected
work.
Christine Monihan, junior education major, will read an excerpt from Katherine Mansfield’s "The Doll’s House." A
reading from John Donne’s "For
Whom the Bell Tolls--A Devotion" will be given by Fred
Scott, junior drama major.
Bonnie Shirley, freshman
drama major, will read from
"The Steel Worker," by Arch
Obler, From Dylan Thomas’
"Reminiscence of Child hood,"
Kurtwood Smith, junior drama
major, will present his reading.
H. James Tellefson, drama
graduate student, will read a se-

lection from William Saroyan’s
The Daring Young Man on the
Flying Trapeze." An excerpt
from T. S. Eliot’s "Murder in
the Cathedral" will be interpreted by Louise Wallace.
For the staging of the finals
Georgina Reilly and Eddy
EmanuEl will be co-chairmen.
Miss Reilly and EmanuEl were
Kaucher award winners of spring
semester, the first time in the
15-year history of the contest
that two winners were named.
Established in 1950 by an anonymous donor, the $50 award
honors Dr. Kaucher, professor
emeritus, who has earned national prominence fo rher work
in oral interpretation.
Judges for the finals include
Dr. Dudley T. Moorhead, dean of
the Division of Humanities and
the Arts; Dr. Hal J. Todd,
Drama Department head, and
Dr. Harold P. Miller, professor
of English.

Have Your Car Checked at

European Made Cars
Repair of Volkswagen Cars
Mercedes Porsche

NEW LAMBRETTA

J. S. Bach’s "Musical Offering" will be presented today at
11:30 in Concert Hall. This is
one in a series of concerts of the
Survey of Music Literature
course taught by Patrick Meiennto. assistant professor of
music.
The performance, which is free
will include Wayne
It, the
Sorensen, associate professor of
tousle, tend his wife Katherine,
first flutist of the Santa Clara
Philharmonic Orchestra.
Also performing will be Miss
Frances Robinson and Thomas
Ryan, professors of music; Donald Homuth, associate professor
of music; and Tikey Zes and
ass,islant finites Vern,.n Hel

We rank in the top
2% of all life companies in the United
States in assets, but
growth means much
more to our company
than just being big.
Among other things,
it means responsibility to our clients and
policyowners, providing insurance that
can be tailored to
their ever-changing
needs, and prompt,
personal service.

RENT A

An integral part of
the company’s growth
is its training program, which has the
reputation of being
one of the finest in
the business. For college students, we have
a Campus Internship
Program to start their
trainingand income
while they’re still at
school.
It could pay you to inquire.
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Tom Niemann ’63
John Byde ’64
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ONLY HER

Ray Terry ’65

EYE DOCTOR KNOWS!

Dick Flanagan ’65
With tinted contact lenses, you can

Mike Rogers ’65

look your best, and see your best.

Rick Brown ’66
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CONTACT LENS CENTER
123 S. 3rd St.

CT 7-5174
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"SLIM-STYLE"

Here’s the sleekest, smoothest motor scooter of all. So much easier
for you to handle. So rnuch quicker on the pickup. So stop In today I
Seal Tryl Test -Ride the best thing in scooters since the
s
a
tte
rbmaLrotom
new
"Slim
-Style"

Mission Motor Scooter

609

GOOD SPORTS

Bird AV11.1110

CLOTHES THAT PLAY

VAUGHN’S ANNUAL
2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1 SALE
Vaughn’s terrific 2 for

YOUR GAME

7.00 , 11.00
Quick change

opportunity to add to

denim’ two-timing jacket dress.

yo ur natural shoulder

The wrap -around skirt, 8-16,

wardrobe at phenome-

lined back panel with

nal reductions!

huge patch pockets, 11.00
Jacket flattery with

NOW 2 for 69.50

see neckline,

45.50 SPORT COATS .. .
NOW 2 for 45.50

and bold sfitchery, 10-16, 10.00

19.95 SLACKS ..

Our cotton polka-dotted

NOW 2 for 19.95

blouse, femininely

14.95 SWEATERS ..
NOW 2 for 14.95

4-rn

Valdez is dir ec. tug Ilit, production. Zanvettor designed the sets
with lighting by William Pendergrast. Margaret Ann Crain
has created the costumes. The
student production has been supervised by Dr. Hat old Crain,
professor of drama.
The play shows scone of the
Mexican-Anterlean pniblems in
California and the United States,
according to Valdez. On a broad Vernon Read, assistant professor of music.
er level "Human nature is my
topic," he said.
Valdez terms his play a "quasirealistic absurdity." He said it
is also a "tragi-comedy-farce."
There are two historical ties
to the play. The first is that
Pancho Villa’s body was dug up
and his head cut off. The head
Is still missing. Another historical tie Is that the grandfather
of playwright Valdez rode with
Pancho Villa.
Valdez, who wants to make a
career of playwriting, has been
working with the play for three
years. He worked for a year on
the current and latest version.
In writing the play Valdez
said he tried to "write on an
emotional level as well as an intellectual level."
An earlier play, "The Theft,"
by Valdez, was produced in 1962.
Admission is free to "The
Shrunken Head of Pancho Villa."

Our Company is celebrating its 100th year
In the life insurance
business. Age alone
is no criterion of maturity, ot course. But
if you check into our
experience and examine our reputation,
you’ll see why we’re
proud of the record,

THE BEST THING IN SCOOTERS SINCE THE MOTORS

1 69.50 SUITS ...

Specializing only in

CENTURION

Bach Masterpiece
Featured Today

Original Play Opens Tonight

the price of I sale! An

For Safe Christmas Driving

SPARTAN DATLY-3
Thursday, Jan II.1465

’Shrunken Head of Pancho Villa’

ruffled and sleevele..1.

5.95 SPORT SHIRTS
NOW 2 for 5.95

.10.16 for

’ 50 DRESS SHIRTS .
NOW 2 for 6.50

7.00

SPORTSWEAR, SECOND FLOOR

’50% Vycron polyester

GARAGE EUROPA
MASTER MECHANICS

Early Selection Advisable!

760 WILLOW ST.

Trained in Germany

San Jose

Werner Zollenkopf

292-5675

50%

For a Limited Time Only!

G3311’S
125 So. 4th St.

292-7611

cotton
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T11E "AWFUL"
"BEFORE FINALS
FLING"

THURS.:
GIGGLE HOUR
8-9 p.m.
DANCING 9 to 1
I5c mugs
"Ladies without escorts
cordially ins iter

FRI.: NEW YEAR’S

Johnson, Thomas
Scoring Leaders
In WCAC Action

Gary

Strom

Individual statistics released by
the West Coast Athletic Conference shows USF stars 011ie Johnson and Huey Thomas leading the
conference in scoring and field
goal percentages, respectively.
Johnson, in weekend games
against SJS and UCSB, tallied 49
points for a 24.5 per game average.
Dick Schiendler, Loyola, averaged 23.5 points in WCAC weekend opening games. The league’s
third, fourth and fifth leading
scorers are all from UOPKeith
Swagerty, Bob Krulish and Bruce
Parsons.
Thomas hit nine field goals In
12 attempts for a 75 per cent clip.
Bob Burns, Loyola, shot a 73.3
percentage 11-151.
SJS’s S. T. Saffold is among the
three leaders in free throw shooting percentage. He is nine-fornine.

PARTY
GIRLS

Free hats and noise makers

Keep in shape at the

We have our own

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB

Calendar ---Celebrate
-

INTENSE JOY
-**

I)

CING 9 to 1

Midnight Madness
Join Ls

personal attention
and
RESULTS IN 60 DAYS
Low
3" off waist
I" off thigh
3" off hip
12-15 lbs. wgt.
Gale:
2" on
1" on
2" on
3" on

thigh
calf
bust
hip

AWFUL BANJO BAND
Sing.A-Long Fun

1

SALOON
AND PIZZA EMPORIUM
we so. as IRO IA 7AI10100104
Avs.1
nams IA MIA
Amy Me Ida OW a. haz,
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Coupon -present this coupon
and Save $3.00
on month course
Son Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
CALL 295-9910
.111111",.

Master
JEWELERS
Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

The New look in design at
Santa Clara County’s most
fashionable jewelry stores

m
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Never-Ending Recruiting
Program Weathers Storm
Coach John Webb continues to pour valuable time Into San
Jose States high school football player recruiting even though the
recent "Ditch Titch" campaign snarled progress of the grid program.
"Prep players are unsure of what will happen at SJS," says
Webb, but on the good side, they also realize the program is important to the college. This is a helpful selling point.
"We’ve been able to interest some boys we never thought considered attending State," he adds. He feels the controversy has
created new-found interest In the Spartan grid program.
Webb began the tedious job of contacting the best players in
California the day after the (rush football season ended. He has
devoted almost 14 hours a day
since that time, including class
hours, except for a brief stay in
the hospital for a lung infection
before Christmas vacation.
Webb started the unenviable
job by sending congratulation
cards to high school stars who
made the all-Northern California
football teams. This list included
nominees from all areas.
He wrote personal letters to
every high school coach in the
1state and included cards on which
I to rate their ball players.
John has received close to
1,590 cards from those coaches
:Ind they’re still coming In. He
expects to receive over 2,000.
On the cards, coaches are asked
I,, rate their good college prosJOHN WEBB
pects in order.
The diminutive ex-Spartan halfback unveiled the rest of the
system to me. He checks these cards with all-league selections to
get a better idea of the coaches’ recommendations.
He then sets up interviews with players at various high schools
to give information to the boys about the SJS football program. He
checks grades of considered players.
After the interviews, Webb classifies players into two groups
"select" and "sleeper." The "select" group players are sent personal
letters and applications for admsision, or else John sees them in
personal interviews. "These are the boys whose way we’ll pay through
college," he admitted.
Boys In the "sleeper" category are sent thank you notes for
their interest and are given school brochures. Sometimes Webb
must look over films of these boys to determine whether they are
good enough for scholarships.
"We only have 15 full -ride scholarships," he revealed.
The Alumni Association helps out in recruiting, also. "Members,
who donate time and work, talk to boys we are interested in in their
cities."
High school players are onlv allowed one visit to the campus
under NCAA rules, so John takes only local players to SJS athletic events.
Kids who live outside the area are invited to the spring football
game between the varsity and the alumni for their one visit. At this
time they are given a look at the campus.
-By spring semester we have an idea of which players we’ll give
scholarships to," he says.
John has been a one-man gang most of the time, but is now
receiving help. Bill Holland, Ron McBride and Herb Engel have
been appointed (rush football aides for next year. They’ve already
begun lending a hand in the vast program.
"The general outlook is better than ever," Webb feels, "particularly in Santa Clara Valley. Quite a few boys who were thinking
of going away to school have reconsidered going to SJS," he adds.
Varsity coach Harry Anderson is expected to help out recruiting
in the Los Angeles-San Diego areas after the semester break. He’s
rapped up with junior college recruiting now.
John and his workers will continue to work like beavers on
the program up until fall semester registration. The never-ending
project is necessary to land top athletes, he feels.
It’s easy to see why the 26-year-old coach is a bachelor. How
n he ever find time to date, what with all Ihis
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’Shaw Stars
UCSB-SJS
After ’Must’ lwfuls’
Win Saturday

4SPARTAN DATLY
Thursday, Jan 14, 1965
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Coach Stu Inman’s cagers will
be out to try and heel their wounds
suffered at the expense of USF
and Santa Clara during the past
weekend when they travel to
,-;;,nta Barbara to meet the Gau, hos Saturday night.
Santa Barbara was in the same
boat last weekend. It was defeated
by the same teams that dumped
the Spartans.
This will be an important
game for both teams. A loss
will virtually eliminate one of
the teams from the championship race.
Frank Tarrantts will replace
John Carmichael at the starting
center position against UCSB. A
regular last year, Tarrantts made
his debut at the post in the WCAC
tournament. He tallied 16 points
in last weekend’s contests.
Sophomore guard John Keating
is expected to see a great deal of
action against the Gauchos. He
scored 10 points against USF before pulling up with a leg injury.
He saw limited action in the SCU
game, but still managed to tally
six points and set-up several baskets with fine passing.
As usual, the Spartans will
give away height. The Gaucho
forward wall compares in size
with that of (’SF, and includes
6-9 Steve Fruchey, 6-7 Rick Hallett and 6-5 Russ Banko. The
latter was the leading scorer in
the recent WCAC Christmas
Tournament.
Tom Lee is UCSB’s top outside
shooter and will have to be held
down considerably if the Spartans
expect to win.
S. T, Saffold and Pete Newell
continue to lead the SJS scorers
as they have from the season’s
beginning. Both scored 25 points
over the weekend, Newell hitting
16 against the Broncos and Saffold 14. Saffold on the season is
averaging 14.7 points per game,
while Newell is close behind at
14.2.

The favored Awful-Awfuls led
by Wayne Lemons with 9 points
and Jerry Shaw with 8, captured
the first annual intramural preseason tournament by defeating
ATO 35-26 in A division action ir
the Men’s Gym last night.
Theta Chi defeated Phi Sigma
Kappa 63-39 for third place as
Jim Salber scored 19 for the winners. The Lobos defeated the
Snakes 61-60 for fifth place. Pete
Henry scored 13 for the winners.
In the B division championship
the Rimmers defeated the Vandals
40-38. Roy Gilmore scored 18 for
the winners. The Gym Rats captured third place in the B division
by defeating the Bucket Hangers
42-40. Ferns defeated ATO No. 2
25-23 for fifth place.
The Fubars dropped the Raiders
63-52 for first place in the C division. Norm McClain and Clark
Ransom scored 19 each for the
winners. The Freshmen trounced
the Buffers 57-40 for third place,
as the winners’ Mike Cameron
scored 18. The Dippers defeated
the Amboy Dukes 61-60 for fifth
place. Brad Evans had 21 for the
winners.

The Awfuls received a stalwart
defensive performance by Jerry
Shaw who held Jim Pryor, last
year’s intramural athlete of the
Year, to two points.
In addition to Shaw the team
Includes Jack Boy se n, Wayne
Lemons, and Dale Pilgeram, members of last year’s intramural
champion Rams; Art Simburg, a
member of the Cal-Hawaiiians, intramural champion two years ago;
Tony Machutes and Vince Darone,
members of last year’s intramural
all star team, and Ken Berry, varsity football quarterback.

Hoop Meeting Today
An independent basketball
league captains’ meeting will be
held today at 3:30 in MG201. Attendance is necessary for all teams
considering entrance into the
league 1.0m) games begin Feb. 16.

HOWARD TOURS
ORIGINAL SUMMER STUDY TOUR TO

HAWAII
56 DAYS, only $549, plus $9 tax
Earn six university credits while enjoying
the summer In beautiful Hawaii with the
tee
mtionally popular Howard Tour
program In which you "live In" and enjoy
Hawaii, not just see the Islands the
tour in which you Personally Perticiret4
in the very best of Island living, not Net
hear about it. Includes jet roundtrip from
California, residence, and many dinners;
parties, shows, cruises, sightseeing, beach
activities, and cultural events, plus other
tour services.
APPLY

Mrs. Margaret Erickson
360 E. Reed St.
San Jose, California
Tele. 292-7303

HOWARD TOURS

SPARTAN WILSHIRE SERVICE
OFFERS YOU

15% DISCOUNT ON PARTS/LABOR
(With A.S.B. Card)
TUNE UP

TRY US SOON FOR:
WHEEL BALANCE
BRAKES

SPARTAN WILSHIRE SERVICE
295-9358

452 E. Santa Clara at 10th

lettrierdee

Keg Title at Stake
The intramural bowling championship could Igo down to the
ftnitil frames.. torrightsehes I he
Markham Marauders face the
Raiders in the last round of keg
matches. The Marauders 125-85
lead the league and need only one
win out of three against the second-place Raiders 123-101 to clinch
the title.
Somebody will try to dethrone
ATO tonight in the intramural
swimming meet. Last year’s runnerup, Theta Chi, is given a good
chance.

Win Title

GERMAN GUITAR
’a size classic
Steel Reinforced Neck

Highly Polished

Specially Priced at $49.95

Campi lituic Co.

36 Valley Fair

LUCKY PIERRE

Skiing and Highway Conditions Good
SAN FRANCISCO ILIPIt
Clear weather prevailed today at
all ski resorts in Northern Cali(omits, and all roads were open.
Facilities were operating daily,
except as otherwise noted.
The 10 a.m. report from the
California State Automobile Association and the Ski Tow Operators Association:
Interstate 80: Sugar Bowl, 120-160
inches. good skiing on packed powder.
Soda Springs, 110-150 inches, good skiing
on packed powder. Plavada, 100-130
inches, good skiing; operating weekends.

Highway 60: Heavenly Valley, 70
inches; good Skiing ON packed snow.
Echo Summit, 84-120 inches; good skiing,
’Sierra Ski Ranch, 130 inches, good skiing
I en packed snow.
Highway 89: Squaw Valley, 60-180
inches: good skiing. Alpine Meadows,
ISO inches, fair to good skiing. Powder
Bowl, 48-60 inches: good skiing on packed
snow. Tahoe Ski Bowl, 120 inches, good
skiing. Papoose Peek, 72 inches; good
skiing on hard pack.
Highway 88: Peddler Hill, 108-132
inches; good skiing; operating weekends.
Highway 108: Dodge Ridge, 115-100
inches; good skiing.
Yosemite, Badger Pam 82 inches; good
skiing.
/AM

ATTENTION:
Live
Entertainment
Friday Br Saturday Nights
No Cover Charge
CAMELIA

PRICES FROM 5,00 TO $1000

Now Open: Tues.-Thurs.
Fri-’
Saturday
Closed Temporarily
Sunday & Monday

You are cordially invited to visit our
Bridal Registry and see our 22 new patterns in Chinaware, featuring * Syracuse
Fine China * CrYstal Stemware by
Holmegaard * Bode from
eden.

3-11 p.m.
3-3 p.m.
8-3 p.m.

TERMS GLADLY

1:katie5 JOrab

Master
JEWELERS
72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297 0920

AMIIILLL

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379 3051

CORNER OF STATE & THIRD STREETS
LOS ALTOS
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941-2852
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"I can lick anyone in the house."
And if you can’t lick ’em, join ’em in
a Lucky, the beer beer-drinkers drink!
.nef al Brewing pup., San Francisco, Azusa, CAC, Vanuourer, Wash., Sail I

60 So. 1st St.

4

Saturday Cage Action
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Broncs-Dons in WOK Showdown
An early season showdown
looms in the West Coast Athletic
Conference when Santa Clara and
USF clash Saturday night at the
Dons’ Hilltopper Gym.
The surprising Broncos, who lost
their first six games of the season, now are winging on a fivegame winning streak, including a
73-71 triumph over USF in the
finals of the WCAC Christmas
Tournament, Santa Clara and
USF took turns blistering SJS and
Santa Barbara last weekend to
gain a share of the WCAC lead
with Pacific and St. Mary’s. The
latter teams defeated Pepperdine
and Loyola.
Only three WCAC games are
scheduled this weekend. in addithin to the Dons-Broncos meeting, Pacific. plays at St. Mary’s
and SJS travels to Santa Barbara.

Photo by Carolyn K,net

RETURN MATCH COMING011ie Johnson reaches high to
tip in a basket during hot and heavy action under the USF
basket in the recent WCAC Tournament championship game
between the Dons and Santa Clara. Saturday night, these same
two teams will match 2-0 WCAC records in the conference’s
top game. SCU upset the Dons for the tourney title, 73-71.

Gibeau Leads Cindermen
In Track Practice Times

against the edge of the backboard
while going for a rebound against
Portland. Several stitches were
required to close the wound.
Santa Clara’s outstanding guard.
Mike Ger% asoni, who was the high
There will be limited basketball action in the San Jose area
this weekend, but television will
aplenty.
supply uet
Saturday night, the Santa
will be teleClara-USF g
vised from the 1 St’ gym, beginning at D.
Saturday afternoon. Washington State and Oregon State will
meet in an AAWILI clash.
Both games will be telecast
met. KTNT. Channel 2.
scorer against SJS last Saturday
night, may not see much action.
Bronco coach Dick Garibaldi disclosed that the sophomore guard
has a broken toe, a bad knee, a
painful charley horse, and a broken finger.
USF won’t have too much trouble in filling its guard spot with
flashy sophomore Larry Blum.
SCU has two replacements at the

Javelin was 206 feet, while Bob
Baughman threw 201 feet three
times.
Ken Bowen pole vaulted 14-6.
Smith, who also coaches the
freshman team, was pleased with
the performances of freshman
cross-country stars Art Burkhard
and George Weed who ran 3:12.5
and 3:14, respectively, in the 1320.
Their times are equivalent to a
4:20 mile.
John Banbury ran a 60.2 500
yard dash. His time indicated he
will break 50 flat in the 440 before
the end of the season.

Mike Glbeau, who, along with
teammate Joe Neff, Is expected to
give the Spartan track team one
of the strongest one-two punches
In the 880 and mile events in the
U.S. this year, was declared track
man of the week at the recent
team time trials.
He ran 1,000 yards in 2:11 which
is equivalent to a 1:51 880. "Mike’s
time was outstanding" said assistant coach Mery Smith, "considering he has had only one week of
time trials." Gibeau’s time was six
seconds off the world record.
Sprinter Wayne Herman was
timed in 6.2 6.:1 for 60 yards. His
times would win most indoor
meets, according to Smith.
Herman also ran a 50.4 440,
while Ken Shakelford was timed in
50.3 for the 440 and 1:25 for the
660.
Neff ran 1% miles in 6:49 and
was followed by Tom Tuite in 6.50.
Sophomore Torn Smith ran a 31.2
300 which is equivalent to a 48 flat
440, a remarkable early season
time.
Bob Brown’s hest toss In the

In their tournament meeting,
USF scored fast to roll up a 32-18
lead with 12 minutes gone In the
game. SCU closed the halftime
score to 42-33.
Santa Clara began hitting
shots from 1%
where in the
early moments ut the second
11.clf, thus catehing the Dons and
making it close to the end.
The loss was the only one suffered by USF this season.
So, the nation’s seventh ranked
Dons have a score to settle with
their Catholic rivals from Santa
Clara -but, the question is, have
the Broncos improved enough to
repeat a derailing of the JohnsonMueller-Ellis express?
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AIRLINES
Call 286-1862
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frosting, long hair st!,

CITY OF SAN JOSE

g appointments asail-

PUBLIC HEALTH TRAINEE

able. Elose to cumin’-.

82.03 to 82.48 per hr.
This is an opportunity for Public Health, Sanitation, and related
majors to gain valuable experience in the City Health Department. Applicants must be age 18 to 45, U.S. citizen, and currently enrolled in a college program in the above fields.
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An equal employer
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IT’S TIME TO TRADE
YOUR USED TEXTS IN

Freshman Cagers
Play Cal, Stanford
In Away Contests

OMER work In

Europe Is Interesting

FOR

SUMMER JOBS
IN EUROPE

Smarting from losses suffered
against the top two freshman
basketball teams in Northern California last week, USF and Santa
Clara, the Spartababes travel to
the University of California at
Berkeley today and Stanford Saturday.
The Cal team, one of Its strongest in several years, according to
Spartababe coach Dan Glialt includes three Bay Area products in
the starting five. The three are
Dan Lawson from Pittsburg High
School, Bob Wolfe from Piedmont
High School. and Carl Adams from
Harry Ells High School.
The Cal team was rated one of
the strongest in Northern California before suffering an 83-61
loss to the USF freshmen.

.SAN

Santa Clara has been idle this
week while awaiting its meeting
with USF Saturday night. The
Dons took time out to play a nonconference tilt against Portland
in San Francisco Tuesday night.
The Pilots gave the hosts a battle
for awhile, but with the visitors
in the lead, 24-23. USF reeled off
10 successive points and rolled on
to an 86-59 win.
USF guard Huey Thomas may

gee only limited action against guard position in Mike fooling
SOW lIe struck his eyebrow anti John Lintierthal.

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
You can earn $300 a month
working in Europe next summer.
The American Student Information Service is also giving travel
grants of $390 to the first 5000
applicants. Paying jobs in Europe include office work, resort,
sales, farm, factory, child care
and shipboard work just to mention a few. Job and travel grant
applications and complete details
are available in a 36-page illustrated booklet which students
may obtain by sending $2 (for
the booklet and airmail postage)
to Dept. J, ASIS, 22 Ave. de la
Liberte, Luxembourg City, Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg. Interested
students should write immedi.
Italy.

JOSE

CASH!

No Parking Problem
Friendly, Efficient Service
No Lines, No Waiting
Bonus for Selling During
Finals
Sell Anytime but the Sooner
the Better

Get top prices,
personalized service
by selling your
books direct to
the owner.

FOREIONtAii SERVICE
4.(1CA,

Expert repa;ring for
All Makes and
,
Models

Brakes
Tune-ups
General Repairs
Carbs
Transmissions
STUDENTS: 10. OFF WITH A.S.I. CARD!
Engines

All Foreign

n

Sport Cars

286-1100
180 S. Market St.

0

Across From Park

heamiNue

PLENTY OF
FREE PARKING

Cl

BOOK
STORE

330 SOUTH 10th

ACROSS FROM
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CLASSIFIED AD

Pres. Clark Offers
Scholastic Trophy
At IFC Banquet

Business Division,
U.S. Steel Plan Program

14, 19S
6.5

PRECOCIOUS BOB
AUGUSTA, Ga. WPI)-Bobby
LAST ISSUE
Jones was only 14 years old when
Preliminary arrangements be- and U.S. Steel Corporation at
he qualified for the U.S. amateur
JAN. 20
.II championship in 1916.
twetin the SJS Division of Business Pittsburg (Calif.) have been completed for a cooperative workH I I mIS Wre,
President
study program to begin in the
honored Tuesday night at a banspring semester.
quet given by the Inter-FraThis program is a pilot study by
ternity Council (IFC) at 17 West
U.S. Steel to determine the effecRestaurant, San Jose.
tiveness of a work-study program
The new SJS president, in a
with business schools.
short speech, indicated to the fraStudents who will be selected for
ternity leaders his desire to work
with them for the betterment (it
$30 MO. Rrhi.. heat. Nr. SJS. fatchen, MEN’S APPR. & UNAPPR. rooms with the program will spend alternate
ANNOUNCEMENTS ill
parlor, shower. 292-1327.
kitch. priv. 650 So. 5th St., 297-3155.
semesters at U.S. Steel in Pittsthe fraternity system and the colFURN. APT. nr. SJS. 99 S. 12th. 3 or 4 UNAPPR. APT. - 3 lqe. rooms, com- burg, Calif., and on campus. A stulege as a whole.
SUMMER SESSION ABROAD 1966
adults, Attractive, reasonable. Utils. pd. pletely furn. $125/mo. Incl’s PG&E, & dent will be able to complete two
To emphasize the academic imUniversity of San Francisco - Guadala- WOMAN’S APPR, APT. Killion Hall. wtr. 595 So. 9th. Call 259.1557.
or three work periods in a fiveportance of college, Pres. Clark
jara. Mex. July 4Aug. 7. $225 includes Spring sem. $200. 298.3603 No. 21.
HOME FOR RENT: So. 12th off San
offered to give a President’s Trotuition. board and room, and activities.
Carlos. 4 bdrms.. 2 baths. Furn, separate year program. While on the job,
Valencia, Spain, June 25 -Aug. IS. Several COLONIAL HALL contract, Discount. dining room, fireplace, built in kith. students will receive pay but no
phy each year to the fraternity
plans to fit individual requirements from Linda Hoehn. 293.9633 or 345-3408.
patio,
lqe.
garage,
storage
car
Single
college credit.
displaying the highest scholarship.
$630 including tuition, board & room, MEN’S CO-OP Room & board. $270 area. Boys preferred. $200. 377-9577 aft.
Three students will be selected
He pointed out that in this presand activities. Round trip by jet. New a semester. Vacancies for spring semes. 5 p.m,
for the spring semester for openYork -Madrid -Valencia. Palma de Mallorca ter. 146 S. 10th. 795-9412.
ent generation more is expected
MALE STUDENTS - Large warm corn.
Spain, June 26 Aug. 20. Several plan GRANT HALL CONTRACT for sale. fortable rooms. Singles or doubles. Kitch- ings available in personnel servof college students than ever beI 8. r o r accepted. 295-8442. en privileges. 726 So. 5th.
from $695 including tuition. board &
ices, accounting and production
fore. Fraternities as organizations
room, activities and round trip by je, DISCOUNT. Contract, Catholic Women s NEED 3 girl roomies by SAT. For next
planning departments.
are therefore very much in the
1965 JOB OPENINGS for graduating SJS males are listed in
New York.Madrid-Palma, Information: Dr
er. Kathy Wisz, 294.4622.
.ern Lge apt. $45/rn. Well lure., w/w
Coordinator for the SJS Busispotlight and should act accordG. Maiques, San Jose State C 1;,
books,
"Career
1965" and "College Placement Antwo
free
NEED female roommate. Spring rem. Un reit, pool. New Want, 286-1733,
L.
Bldg N. Rm 6C.
ness Division will be Joseph
ingly.
,
apt. near campus. 286,6183.
nual. 1965," being distributed by the receptionist in ADM234
WOMAN’S APPR. CONTRACT. Crest2 LEONARD HALL CONTRACTS for wood Manor. You name price. Jeanne, Herlihy, assistant professor of
today and tomorrow. Above (right) Derry A. Kauffman, supevAUTOMOTIVE 121
business.
294-4427.
Same room. Discount. 298.0583.
visor of business and industrial placement, and his secretary
MARIMUR HALL contract for sale. DisAPT. WITH POOL
1965 TR-3 Clean. 42.000 mi. $700.
Delores Habura give (standing left) graduating senior Jim Hice
nl,
bdrm.
$110
to
$130
Ilth
St.
293-9900.
Furnished
1
&
2
Been
Cathy
298-2750 Nits. 241-1954.
his free copy of "Career 1965." (See story on page 3B.)
121 N. 8th St., Apt. I. Call 297-5203.
MARLYN
HALL
contract.
Rate,
Reduced
’56 FORD $250. Reliable. 293.9320 J
2 GIRLS needed in Unappr. Apt, y,
Call 295.0232,
Elruckman.
Towards an Active Student
297-7068.
Utils.
mo.
blk. from SJS. $35
’42 HARLEY. All the cc’s in the world SELL Contract I blk, off campus. 2 exCommunity ITASCt has invited
cellent meals 7 days. 2 male students to Pd.
5200. Call 298.0549 eves.
ROOMS
kitch. priv. Individual. Re
room. 295-7220.
all interested students to attend
PARTS - ’59 Renault rebuilt engine a
.rol. Phone 292.0905.
CONTRACT . .. DIRT CHEAP!!! Call read
the Seventh Street Forum tomorNew tires. 395 S. 12+h. Tim.
complete
apartment)
CONTRACTS
4
(
I
Manny, 295-4306.
row and participate in a discussion
CHEV. ’55 - 2-dr. Bel.Air 6. A/T, R/H,
,
Heated
pool
Inter’
ROOM - men $35. - Kitchen priv. 295Three members of the San Jose
C’w
M
1725 241-9031.
of the "Viet Nam issue."
292 4097.
9927. 115 So, 14th. 5 p.m. or weekend’
Republicans have
’56 OLDS CONVERT - Pwr. steer. Fair
According to a TASC spokesNO CONTRACT - Women’s Room & State Young
for
sale.
279
E
CONTRACT,
HALL
IVY
ccor. 266-8757.
I .1
The SJS chaplet’ at Friel-Ids al litaiks, and clothIng to I he South. man, the forum will begin about
been endorsed for offices on the
Large Board ni sr, 1 urapprov. boarding house
to
school.
Adjacent
San
Fernando.
’56 PLYMOUTH - 6 cyl.. stk. Good
or $75 per month Executive Board of the Santa SNCC (Student Nonviolent Coor- Donations are $2.50, general, and
1:30 p.m. TASC has asked that
room, excel. meals. Wendy or Mrs. "C". $330 per semester
L
:
new halt., heater.
Large rooms available for 2 or 3. Only Clara County YRs.
dinating Committee) are selling $1:50 for students. SJS Friend of representatives of all points of
293-9814.
$1:’ .
18 eves.
15 minutes walk to campus. Call 286.
Richard Reeb, Robert Arm- tickets to the fifth anniversary SNCC, Bill Cole, (phone 293-4684) view on Viet Nam attend the
’59 BSA SPITFIRE. Setup for dirt. New A STEAL!! Juniper Hall contract. $25 a 433I
rah. Call 297-9976. after 6 p.m. Call
id. $575. 343 S. 111h.
NEED I female roommate. State House strong and Andrea Vargo were celebration of the Greensboro, N.C. has tickets,
forum and present their views.
Compton.
11th. 295 3764,
5’,endorsed recently by a conserva- sit-ins out of which the organiza52 HILLMAN Station Wagon: Radio
to
share
3
-bedwanted
ROOMMATE
’ -ress Included. Hoolz, 297
STUDIO APT. - I or 2 bdrm. Furn. or tive caucus for first vice president, tion grew. The celebration is Sun, house with two men. Call 264-7160
,. From 585. 1744 Senior Rd. 295- treasurer and recording secretary day, Jan. 31, at 2:30 p.m. in San
A’ 4 "r 297-1895.
’62 AUSTIN HEALEY 3000. 4 seat de
of the county YRs. The caucus Francisco’s Nourse Auditorium,
Al2-1,47N
H
Rm/bd.
Spring.
5&ALn
PCOtrect.
Recut
I. Sale by owner
luxe. C .
GORDON HALL - 2 contracts for
Care
.r Sue Bringle. 293.9892.
represents 54 of the 93 votes in Van Ness and Hayes Streets.
w
^i
19 Call 294-9122 after 5.
266,6451
An entire afternoon of enterLow, low prices
MGA ’60 Roadster. E.collent condition ROOM & BOARD. Women’s appr. $75. KILLION HALL - 2 contracts for sale. the county.
- nt Diana Dorsey. 293-9908.
Reeb, a senior journalism major tainment is planned. John Lewis,
Fr r An. 20. 295-6459.
Must see. 377-3t93 or 243-7916
All work done by qualified
TWO GIRLS -NEEDED to share large
RM. FURN. APT. Suitable for 4 stu and currently president of the SNCC national chairman, will
.
15 a month. 286-6107.
FOR SALE 13/
185
E.
San
Fernando.
293-2675.
den’,
SJS YRs, had earlier announced speak about his trip to Africa and
students under supervision
CATHOLIC WOMEN’S CENTER con- NEED 2
roommates to share new his candidacy for county YR presi- discuss the relationship between
WEDDING INVITATIONS. 300 for $29 tract. Spacious place-Marca. 294-4622. u .
on 11th St. 286.1148.
of
favor
in
withdrew
but
freedom
dent,
American
the
African
and
Wedd:rm P.... 20, :246
GIRL TO SHARE Tbdrm, Willow Glen GREEN TREE GARDEN APTS. 2 bdrrn.
with same. 269.2309, eves.
ttiFFIUM IC RACING SKIS-Ski free snfe ,.
SULLIVAN
t Oa, drapes, carpets. pool. Ronald Curries of Gilroy. The movements.
.
COLLEGE
m $30. 286.2440 CONTRACT FOR SALE. Priv. rm. $200 N.-.
ty biomo off Senior Rd. $140. latter received the endorsement
Jon Hendricks and Company,
374
South
Fired St.
294.7398.
295-9516
, ’e. Bette’
’64 PEUGEOT
" 68 So, 11th St. 297-1758.
popular jazz artists, will sing and
of the conservathe caucus.
it
1
ATTR. 3.RM. furr, apt. for rent. Adults I OR 2 BDRM. furn, cottage on S. 11th.
Armstrong and Miss Vargo are play. Also performing will be San
$115 a no. 297-9344 or 269.9149.
- 292-2250.
both juniors at SJS. The former Francisco’s satirists, The Commit- JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII-:
HELP WANTED 141
STORE SPACE
ROOM & BOARD. Women’s appr. $75
the constitution tee. They will present "irreverent E
A.itte across from school on corner is chairman of
,a Dorsey. 293-9908.
r.
EE MAJOR, upper division. Part time SPRING, APPR. women’s contract. K. P. -,.
10th & San Carlos. From 500 to and by-laws committee and the comments on relevant topics."
employment. Schedule flexible, but 20
parking. Call 297.9344.
21,
Director of the Mississippi Freelatter is assistant secretary of the
286 88/0 after six.
hours minimum week desired between 8
dom Project, Robert Moses, will 5.
2 CONTRACTS for sale. $190 each. YOUR OWN TERMS, Grant Hall con- SJS YRs.
& 4:30, Men.Fri. InTudes full tine
-292.1859
, d
Pam or Ellen, 295.0233.
_
The county YR election will take speak on the present situation in
all mm hI V/V
Phone 243 3600
i
I
.0
on
eonMARIMIUR
HALL
$150 DISCCiiikT7fwo approved up
Underwriters’ 1,1601,1,01iPS. In,
’ t .011i Kling. place Wednesday, Jan. 20, at the the deep south, and Art Hoppe,
77 S. I
for sole. 11th St. Must se
Santa Clara County Board of Su- San Francisco Chronicle columnist
WANTED: I tire, nt Ina
ram at 795 7946,
tt Men
t
or pr t
pervisors Chambers, First and will present a playlet.
I BD. FURN. onapprove-d-apt. for men UNAPPROVED BOARD & ROOM. Id,
s 1 1r
217
F
r
wenlionds. 5/5 a Bedding Streets, at 8 p.m.
All profits from the program
’I. ’,t 794-9686.
184
S
13th
I ,t tin
HASHER WANTED:
will lie mei, to t:ottil stortettl..
_
.
CONTRACT FOR SALE. Discount, Lynn
ntrarh.
MANOR
Very
urgent!
COED
.
’.h. 292 7961.
295-9354.
r
GIRLS APPR. CONTRACT for sale.
HOUSING 151
NEED GIRL ROOMMATE. Spr. Sem.
:’1 795.7724.
Modern unappr. apt. Pool. 2 bdrms. $40,
NEED FEMALE to room with two others. 286-6118.
The "MECCA" Men’s approved housing.
F.
298-2856.
Clean large rooms. Excellent food. Close
ROOMMATE wanted. Female - share
TODAY:
NEED GIRL to share unappr. apt. w. 3 with I. Pool, 1/2 blk. from campus. 292.
=
to SJS. 7922635,
7:30
p.m.,
Folk
Munk.
Club,
BusiArea
Bay
in
Studies
Field
steers. $40/mo. 351 So. 11th St., No. 9667.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS for rent. 14. 295.0258.
nesses, Business 187 Extension M250. Final meeting of the seROOMS FOR MEN - $30 UP
One & Two bedroom. 523 East Reed St
EWIFE WANTS TO LIVE with husband,
kitchens.
Singles/doubles. 2
Course, will be offered from Feb. mester.
NEED 2 female roommates to replace 2 must sell Grant Hall contract. $180. 286.
/fillet. 8 p.m., Newman Center.
T.V. Rm., living on.. ample parking.
1-5 for one unit.
who are graduating. Quiet duplex near 8478,
532 So. 9th. Ph. 264-3994.
The class will tour Sunset Maga- 79 S. Fifth St., election of officers 777;1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111F
campus. 295-5195.
NEED ROOMMATE. Huge apt. 8th & NEED MALE ROOMMATE to share unsemester.
WI
St’.. 480 So.
8th, apt. B. 293. approved apartment with 2 others. Call zine, A. C. Nielsen Co.. The Mer- For next
LYNN HALL contract. Spring seen, D.
Phi Alpha Theta, 7:30 1).111., CH N1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111h
chandise Mart, Standard Oil and
Tunt. 4 -girl apt. 297 7604.
297 0510. After 6.
=
2 GIRLS needed to share unappr. apt.
others so that students "will re- 240. business meeting. Convention E
B
JULIAN GLEN APARTMENTS
Paid Religious Advertisement
:
.s. Call 297.6581.
LOST AND FOUND 161
ceive an over-all, worthwhile view plans will be discussed.
1 & 2 In m
iurn. $100 up. 7 I NEED 2 FEMALE roommatesfor unop-pi
----I
IA
p.m.,
Indusl
Had
Art,
Club,
3
day-to-day
of companies in their
heated r
,
.. & drapes. Priv
5,30.
LOST: 19th Century European History
Merle 1.04, open I,/ all interested stu- Ewtr. gbg. pd.Ii
I UNAPPROVED APT. 2 bedrms. $130 Notes in green notebook. Lost Dec. 18 procedures," according to
E.
r, .
294-5233.
=
in Centennial Hall. Contact G. Stokes, F. Dimbath, assistant professor dent it.
E
:
411 St. 297.8950.
Club,
International
Relations
-294-7909.
ANN DARLING APARTMENTS
-.2
of marketing.
priv. $165. 8th
WOMEN
Perhaps
of
offiC111(12.
you’ve
felt
p.m.,
Election
3:30
that
Christians
Ewere
now
divided
LOST: Girls wallet. Contains items valuby
differLir. 293-7839.
7 hd, rms. furs & unfurn A S
1
The course is open to upper
ences
and
separated
by
divergent beliefs. The Bible speaks of ChrisWasnong lac. 6 heated 2 LYNN HALL tentracts, Must sell, al able only to owner. If found call CY division business students and oth- cers and business meeting will be
tians
as
members
of
the
universal
to
10th
St.
No
So.
2-5649
or
return
36
"body
of
Christ,"
a
living,
grow.
t,
cnnter. Wtr. 769.
,n4. pat, 297 3856._
g
1
ing organism headed by the Lord Jesus Christ.
ers on approval of the instructor. held.
questions adted. REWARD.
rI
-1 Way 298 1i654.
Rapt Kt St latent I ’Won, 7-i711 r If ., m
MUST SELL! ’ ’rant Hall contract. $70’
LOST: Brown zippered birler notebook Enrollment will be limited to 45.
To experience the oneness of the body of Christ. Christians
1
MOTHER OLSEN’S -Best food in town.
hele at 297.8563.
m
need only heed the lessons of Romans, Chapter 12, which urges
,nws note, Mail have. REWARD. 253. The fee for the course is $10 plus Memorial Chapel. The I
rEiot
linen & maid serv. Mr.h.
hip 1
slides
DT
his
them
will
show
Broom
to
give
MUST
SELL
CONTRACT-Halls
of
1,
themselves
completely
to
their
Lord,
the
One
who
has
$7.50 for chartered bus fare.
& Laund. F.,11. Carports, 3 T.V.’s, 122 N.
purchased their bodies as dwelling places for His Holy Spirit. When
. . Big discount. 297.7288.
to Alaska.
13th, CY 5 9504. 520 w1t.
Interested students may conthis is done Christians discover readily she love and close abiding
PERSONALS171
Extenders, 3:30 p.m., CH164,
2 BEDROOM opts for rent. One living
presence of their risen Lord end the harmony of the smoothly operat.
NEED ONE OR TWO MEN to share
tact Dr. Dimbath .
’
wall nicely paneled. Reasonable.
evaluation of activities at Agnew’s.
ing, properly functioning organism which" a His church.
host’s n.m
classrnen. Nea
n, -in. 547 S. 11th. Apt. 4, 295.8101. INAPPRECIATION Thant uSuperia do’
campus. Above 2.5 opts. 382 So, 10th
Gamma Alpha Chi, 3:30 p.m., in- .T_
doomie.
"And so, dear brothers. I plead with you to give your bodies
=.
797-0077.
HELP! Gordon Hall contract for sale at
itiation in Memorial Chapel, 4 .---to God. Let them be
TEACHER - Student European Tour.
living sacrifice, holy - the kind He can
,..nt. Call Diana at 292-2089.
MEN STUDENTS - single rooms-I
accept. When you think of what He has done for you is this too
Including Greece, Greek Isles. Inclusive
p.m.. business meeting, J101.
much
e
Warm & clean. 617 1
to
a5k7
cost
$1295.
60
days
total.
Local
student
unappr.
2 GIRLS NEEDED in
apt. 1 blk.
Don’t copy the fashions and customs of this world,
TOMORROW:
but be a new and different person with a fresh newness in all you
6,.
recommendations from lest summer’s
6:00.
$43 mo. 29: , 45,
Sangho Club, 1:30 p.m., PF.:R152 I
A display of instructional matour. Can CH 1-0731 after 5.
do and think. Then you will see from your own experience how His
ways will really satisfy you. As God’s messenger I give each of you
E
m
SHARE APT. close to school. Ph. 294. terials will be presented tomorrow
....- God’s warning,
be honest in your estimates of yourselves, measuring
9953 or 286-2327. Bruce Hodqin.
In ED331, 10 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
E your value by how
§
=
much faith God has given you. For just as there
To buy, sell, rent, or
Lesson plans, notebooks, pamph-i- are many parts to our bodies, so it is with Christ’s body. We are all .
SERVICES 181
-Minimum
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anything,
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for we
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each other, and
One
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time
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$2.00
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each addi
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SECTION B

Placement
Servke Helps
Graduates
By KIM Alt I s, DER
Although most
,,,dents don’t
realize it, the College Placement
Service does more than just help
students find jobs.
It also helps graduates find
jobs after graduation and helps
alumni change jobs at any time
during their career.
If an alumnus is leaving military service, if his present job
lacks challenge, if he has been
terminated or is a casualty of
technology, if his physical condition is impaired, if his present
position prevents his going ahead
with graduate work or if his wife
or family cannot adjust to a new
location, then the placement service urges him to seek its help.

Facelifting, Enrollment, Controversy

Many Events Noted
By DAVE DELLA-MAGGIORE
Many SJS seniors being graduated next month have been at SJS
for four years. A glance at the
Spartan Dailies over the past
eight semesters reveals that the
students who have been here for
four years have seen many important events take place on and
off the campus.
First of all. these students have
seen a maim’ face lifting of the
SJS campus. Buildings that have
been built in the term of their
stay include the Aeronautics Building, the Engineering Building, the
Industrial Arts Building, the parking garage, the Physical Education and Recreation Building and
the Education Building.
Of course, as the new buildings
go up, the old buildings must come
down. The seniors being graduated
next month are now watching the
demolition of an SJS landmark,
Tower Hall. All of this landmark
is coming down but the Tower and
Morris Dailey Auditorium. These
were saved through the efforts of
students and faculty last year.
Many new buildings are now

under construction or are planned
for future construction. The most
controversial of these is the College Union. The school and students have fought an uphill battle
for this addition to campus life
and they finally got the OK to
start last year.
Four years ago, when many of
the graduating students were freshmen, there were about 14,000 students enrolled at SJS. Today there
are 20,674 students enrolled at
SJS.
When they entered SJS in the
spring of 1961 the big news on
campus concerned a rash of bonfires, panty raids and riots that
had the San Jose police working
day and night. Brent Davis was
elected ASB president. Getting
much attention was a SJS student
named Jefferson Poland. He quit
school to go to Tallahassee, Florida
to serve a jail sentence for taking
part in a sit-in. His trip was financed by funds raised by students
and faculty members.
The next semester saw something new at SJS, a thing called
approved housing went into effect.

Girls: Chance for Career
In Industrial Design Program
"...A designer Joust be, first of
all, a creative thinker. He must
think broadly and flexibly and
must be aware of the physical, psychological and social needs of man
In a rapidly changing and perplexing environment."
That is part of Dr. Wayne E.
Champion’s definition of what it
takes to be an industrial designer.
Dr. Chapman is chairman of the
committee for industrial design,
Industrial Design Program of the
Division of Sciences and Applied
Arts at SJS.
He uses the pronoun "he" in his
definition hut the career of industrial design is no longer strictly a
man’s world.
Women in the field are, as yet,
few, but this might not last long.
The SJS program in industrial design has been in existence only
since 1919 but there are between
six and ten coeds in the major
already,
Sheri Tresh, a senior from Novato. Calif., is one of these coeds.
Once a week she works in the office of Walter Landor and Associates, an international designing
firm. The Landor studios are a
little unusual in that they are contained in a converted ferryboat,
"The Klamath," which is moored
at Pier 5 in San Francisco.

Sheri is working on her its ustrial arts internship, which is for
upper division students in the major. Internees get three units and
no pay for working one day a week
In a design office.
She is one of the 110 students in
the major who will look for the
opportunities in industrial design.
Some of the students have already
served their internship with such
companies as Ford Motor Company, Ampex, United Air Lines,
FMC Corporation and with interior
design firms.
Women looking for jobs in industrial design will find a selection
ranging from specialized areas
such as automobile interiors, interior design and package design
to any of the other designing jobs
that men usually do, providing
they can convince the men to hire
them.
The SJS industrial design program has earned national acclaim
and the financial support of the
big three automobile manufacturers. General Motors provides a
$2,000 grant, Ford Motor Company a $3,000 grant and the Chrysler Corporation a $10,000 grant.
Half of the total amount goes to
scholarships the other half to provide materials and support for the
program.

The big news story this semester
was the denial of tenure to two
SJS teachers, Professor Bill Hutchinson and Professor William
Stanton.
In the spring of 1962 one of the
biggest controversies was the question over the closing of Seventh
St. The San Jose City Council
turned down the proposal to close
the street to traffic. Many charges
were hurled by, the ASB president
against the SJS publications for
what he called censorship. SJS was
named the site of Peace Corp
training for the summer. Winning
the election for the office of ASB
president was Bill Hauck.
When school started in September of 1962, a record 17,152 students enrolled at SJS. A dead-day
bill was passed by Student Council
which gave students an extra day
to study before finals. Three fires
in a short period on fraterinty row
livened up the semester. Members
of two SJS dorms joined the fad
craze by talking to each other for
504 hours on the telephone.
In the spring semester of 1963
the campus was hit hard with the
news of the closing of Tower Hall
after 53 years. Also in that semester the ASB Council decided to
abandon the class government
,tructure because it was outmoded. Also making much news
was the 13th annual session of
Pacific West Model United Nations
(MUNI) held at SJS. Steve Larson
was elected ASH president for the
next year.
The fall of 1963 was filled with
news at SJS. Chief among the
news making events was the announcement by Dr. John T. Wahlquist that he was going to retire
as SJS president after serving for
12 years as the chief executive of
the school. Bad news also came to
SJS that semester when Dr.
Thomas MacQuarrie died. He was
president of SJS for 25 years before Dr. Wahlquist took over the
position. Good news came to the
students of SJS with the closing
of Seventh St. and the passing of
the vote for a new College Union.
Sharing the headlines was an =famous TGIF raided by the local
police and members of the Alcoholic Beverage Control at which
19 SJS students were arrested. Dr.
Charles Smith created a controversy when he asserted that the
academic freedom of students was
being infirngerl upon.
Last semester was one filled
with much controversy at SJS.
The students and faculty sent a
petition to Sacramento that saved
the Tower and Morris Dailey Auditorium from being torn down.
(Continued on Page 2113)

PLACEMENT ADVISES
However, the Placement Service advises the alumnus to do
several things before coming in
to see the placement director.
First, he should write a letter
to the placement director advising
him of the changing plans. With
the letter the alumnus should
send a revised resume.
He should ask for an appointment to meet with the director at
least two weeks in advance.
Lastly, he should plan his visit
to the placement office with the
idea of establishing himself as a
job candidate worthy of the placement director’s time.
If an alumnus is a six-month
veteran leaving the service, then
he probably took interviews before graduation. If so, he is advised to follow through on those
interviews. The placement director may permit him to take
interviews with businesses he
missed if the seniors or advanced
degree candidates have not filled
the schedule.
SHOULD CONSULT
Any job-seeking alumnus
should consult the College Placement Annual for information
about prospective employers.
The placement service will
advise the alumnus to "take stock
of himself" by doing the following:
Determine the basis of selection of his previous job and how
It failed to meet his desires or
needs.
--Get an evaluation of his skills
by taking an aptitude test at the
college counseling center.
Determine his career goals.
Forward a copy of his aptitude test results to the placement
director.
’BE REALISTIC’
In all cases, the job-seeking
alumnus will be advised to be
realistic,
If he didn’t just drift into his
work he probably was guided by
interests and needs. More money
may not be a solution to his
problems.
On the other hand, if he seeks
a job that is more stable in which
relocation is not likely he may
have to settle for a lower salary.
Finally, he should evaluate his
loyalty to the college that helped
him in his hour of need.

SJS Reading Lab
Schedules Retests
The SJS reading laboratory is
now giving retests to all students
who were tested earlier this semester. According to Norma V.
Spalding, head of the reading
laboratory, students should allow
at least 45 minutes for the retesting.
Jan. 19 will be the last day for
the retests.
Students who plan to use the
materials and equipment in the
reading laboratory during the
spring semester should contact
Mrs. Spalding in E235 as soon
as possible after classes begin in
February.

Dear Graduating Senior:
On behalf of our faculty and staff,
I am pleased to congratulate you on
the occasion of your graduation from
San Jose State College.
I hope you were able to achieve
a concentration of courses leading
to a meaningful career. Of more importance. I trust you experienced
the kind of education here that will both enlarge your personal satisfactions and enable you to adapt yourself to our rapidly changing world.
Please accept my best wishes for fulfillment and success in the years
ahead.

Sincerely,

gekt
Robert D. Clark

It Takes More Than Children
To Keep Mom Happy With Life
A woman must be satisfied with
her life, taking her place in the
community as well as the home.
Since child-rearing spans only a
few short years out of a lifetime,
a woman should map out a tentative life plan before graduation.
It is not enough for a woman
to use her first Job as a temporary
one, until the "right" man comes
along. The woman needs to be in
the kind of work for which her
college education has trained her.
It is this work which will keep her
alive intellectually even through
the child-raising years.
A job which means nothing to
the woman and which is just a
stop-gap measure, will have no
lasting effect on her life plan. To
have a productive role during the
second half of a woman’s life, it
is important to look at the first
work experience or the first steps
after graduation with a long-range
view and not merely from the
standpoint of the next two or
three years.
UNIQUE POSITION
The college graduate must be
aware of the unique position of
educated women in today’s world
and she must be willing to accept
the necessity of integrating her
various roles into a life plan.
After leaving the campus, the
woman graduate may feel that
holding a job Is denying her the
right to be a mother and a homemaker. The exciting, stimulating
atmosphere of college is missed.
There is no real reason why the
world of the intellect should be
abandoned.
Today, there need be no separation of homemaking from participation in the main stream of society. A young woman is able to
fulfill her commitment to a profession, to her role in the community, to teaching, or to politics,
with the same seriousness that she
brings to her family. She may
have to make certain adjustments
and have intervals in which she is
only partially involved with family
responsibilities.
Before a woman is married, it
is important that she have an
identity of her own. She should be
aware of her abilities, interests,
potentials, strengths and weaknesses. A college woman should
learn these things as an undergraduate.
LIBERAL ARTS
A liberal arts education is probably the finest method yet devised

by educators for creating an
adaptable trainable mind. With
such an education, one has a set
of human values, a means of making a serious choice as to which
way one’s life will go, and a responsibility to make this choice.

One Out of Four
Entering Students
Will Graduate
Only one out of every four students entering San Jose State Colleges reach that happy hour when
they graduate.
For 1,200 students who will receive their degrees in January, the
hour is drawing nigh.
These students will turn in many
directions. They will seek jobs, the
military service, marriage and
travel. This special Careers-Graduation edition of the Spartan Daily
is dedicated to them.
The graduates will receive both
baccalaureate and masters degrees.
Although no special graduation activities are planned for January
graduates, they may return in June
to participate in formal commencement exercises.
These graduates are setting out
now to work with the knowledge
they have acquired through personal effort. As college graduates,
they must think not only in terms
of their own careers, but the social
investment they represent.
With these ideas in mind, the
Spartan Daily, on behalf of the
San Jose State student body,
wishes the January, 1965 grads
satisfaction of a successful career
in the service of this country and
all fellowmen.

Exam Prerequisite
For Business Course
Passing a proficiency examination will be pre -requisite to enrollment in "Business 100 (Statistics for Business and Economies)" courses for the Spring semester.
The examination will be given
Monday, Jan. 18, and Tuesday,
Jan. 19, 4:30 p.m.rin TH55.
No special preparation is nec
essary for this examination, according to Ross E. Lanser. SJS
assistant professor of marketing.

The commitment to a life plan
is important and should be made
while the woman is young. It is
then easier and never impossible
to make the adjustment from
motherhood to that of a working
wife, even 10 or 15 years later.
BACKGROUND
A college education gives a
young woman the necessary background for her to determine her
I place in the world. Women who
have been out of college for 10
and 15 years find themselves in
a genuine dilemma. They feel betrayed and frustrated because it
appears that they are not accomplishing what they were intended to accomplish.
With the gaining of the socalled "women’s rights" there has
been a steady decline in the efforts of young women to reach
their full potential. Young marriages since World War II has
been a great factor in this mass
change.
Women over the last half century have worked hard to achieve
the right to an identity of their
own. They made many sacrifices
to reach the goals which are now
reasonably available to any
woman.

Yet today many young women
seem to be willing to accept early
and complete domesticity before
establishing themselves or making
any real commitment to life.
WOMAN’S JOB
The job of the college woman
is as a potential leader of your
community. She has a responsibility to those who made her education possible. College women have
been accused of being intellectual
hoarders," but even worse are
those who neither improve their
own minds nor help solve the problems of their community.
During times when the college
woman is rearing her family, education will help her a great deal.
The perspectiveness derived from
psychology, and the patience
learned through self-discipline can
help her work with her children.
Through college educated women, children may come to look on
the future with less faar and try
to find their place at home, in
schools, and eventually in their
communities. They need guidance
from women who are not afraid
to commit themselves and who
know what they stand for and
why.
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Many and Varied Opportunities
For Jobs Available to Graduates

Key to Job Job Training Awaits Many Grads
Interview:
Self Study

SCR GARD TALLENT
Many graduating seniors will
bid formal education farewell as
they leave SJS, but others will
continue with their education under company-sponsored training
programs.
The graduating senior will prot-ably have to consider the training programs offered as one of
the factors in selecting a job.
All the different types of training programs seek to provide instruction in company policy, pratice and procedure. These programs also bridge the gap from
college to the job.
Training programs can be broken down into three categories:
formal, on-the-job and direct assignment.

than the diploma in the present
By CAROLIN CLAUS
market.
Presently a third of the graduVery few careers begin without
ates,go on to graduate school, and that all-important determinate
, they have had no trouble placing
the job interview.
in the better schools. A master’s
Theoretically, one is continudegree for work in research and
development is considered essential ally preparing himself for the 20now, while it is not so in plant or 30-minute interview. For this
DEGREES NEEDED
operations.
!reason, special care and considAlso, the need in some fields for
eration should be taken to ensure
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
, graduate degrees is becoming
Another "excellent" is scored in preparedness for this far-reachmore noticeable as employers look
of industrial relations by ing event.
for more-qualified personnel. But the field
department head Dr. George C.
ANALYZE SELF
this still seems the exception
Halverson. Ile claims, "This is a
rather than the rule.
Before scheduling an interview,
adfield
of
evolving
and
growing
Dr. Marston Girard, head of the
FORMAL TRAINING
New flat sun Sly examinations
in business and indus- the job applicant should do some
Health and Hygiene Department. ministration
serioue self-analyzing. He should
In the formal training program,
are now being given students in- called the job outlook "relatively try, government and non-profit orweak
and
consider his strong
a course of study is given which
terested in analytical data proc- good" as all of their graduates ganizations, as a result of their !scants, his goals and interests and,
may last from two weeks to three
increased emphasis placed on the
ossing (ADP positmes with the have quickly found employment.
capaand
above all, his training
years. This type of program utilibehavioral sciences."
a
receive
can’t
hey
Although
t
Announcequestion.
federal government.
zes classroom instruction, lecPresently the Bay Area is some- bilities for the job in
of
one-third
here,
about
master’s
experiScholarship, leadership,
tures, homework and reports.
ment of the tests was made rewhat tight, be claims, but still
the graduates go after one to
The formal training program is
cently by the Civil Service Com- teach at college level or work in there are good positions available ence, initiative, neatness, selfall
facusually integrated with practical
and elsewhere. Others "enter confidence and poise are
mission.
public health services, Still others here
tors which are specifically noted
application of classroom work. A
Digital computer programmers. earn a credential for teaching in these jobs after first accepting po- by personnel representatives.
simultaneous study-and -work prositions in other intusagement fields
analysts and operators may earn high schools.
recruitThe areas in which job
gram whereby the theory gained
and moving finally, into personnel
from $6,050 to $10,250 a year, acis put to use may be utilized. Or,
OUTLOOK FANTASTIC
Management," ,he espounded, but ers are basically interested are
cording to the Commission.
self-expersonal characteristics,
periods of work may be alternated
Programmers perform work inIn the industrial arts area, the most are placed directly in person- pression, training, enthusiasm and
with classroom periods.
volved in transforming operation- employment outlook must be con- nel management.
ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
Ahon.t20 per cent of SJS gradu- competency.
al plans and charts into com- sidered as fantastic, as there were
himIn addition to studying
The second type of training
pletely detailed machine instruc- 415 employer requests in teaching ates get their master’s degree in self, the prospective employee
program uses the pragmatic aptional steps. They also develop while SJS graduated only 40 stu- business administration to qualify should learn everything he can
proach to learning. The on-the-job
test data and routines to verify dents in this field last semester. for higher positions.
training program is usually hanJack W. Crist, of the industrial about the company. Such data is
the adequacy of computer pro- The picture for business and inavailable in the "College Placedled by supervisors who bring the
grams and prepare operator in- dustrial employers was the same, design field believes there are
new employee up to a productive
in such ment Annual" and the company’s
structions for production proc- with 29 offers for the three auto- "good job possibilities" here
level. This type of training usually
corporations as FMC, Friclen Busi- pamphlets and brochures.
motive graduates.
esses.
Various library texts are also
lasts less than a year.
SJS,
Computer analysts supervise the
Said Dr. Ralph C. Bohn, head of ness Machines, and Ampex.
The last type of training provery useful, including: "Thomas’ Regdesign of systems for the elec- the Industrial A r ts department, he continued, is considered
gram is the direct assignment
course since ister of American Manufacturers,"
tronic processing of subject-mat- "San Jose ranks well up in the good in this specialized
where the major consideration is
Although "Moody’s Manuals," "Standard
country in teacher education. The few other schools have it.
ter data.
the educational background of the
graduate pro- and Poor’s Corporation Records"
A few of the other functions IA department is very active and SJS is hoping for a
new employee.
;design. he claims and "Dun and Bradstreet’s Refof the analysts include: evalua- is high rated as a source of teach- gram in industrial
In considering the various trainthe ability of the student is what is erence Book."
tion of data processsing require- ers In California."
amount of
ing programs the prospective emThe need for a master’s degree important and not the
KNOW COMPANY
ments; preparation of detailed
ployee should take into consideracases.
analysis of present methods for is growing, he stated, and most schooli:,. in most
Particular heed should be paid
tion several points.
accomplishing the function of the teachers in IA earn the degree
to the company’s products, posiprogram and the construction of now. In the field of business and
COMPANY NEEDS MET
tions, training, employment polioverall processing plans geared industry, most students add studies
First, all training programs are
cies and promotional possibilities.
AMERICA’S WORKERSPeople travel daily to their jobs in
later.
to effective utilization of elec- in business administration
established to meet the needs of
As a result of this study, the incities, towns and villages. Those who enjoy their work may stay
In chemical engineering, head
tronic data processing.
the company and may be varied
terested job seeker should be
in a job for many years, while others, dissatisfied with their
Application forms and further Dr. Allen Smith terms opportunito fit the needs of the employee.
Bob Otani, SJS graduate, has able to furnish the interviewer
present position, frequently change their career objectives. For
information concerning any of the ties as "excellent" as the Bay Area been named as assistant to Jack with specific reasons as to why
For this reason the training proSJS Alumni in such a position, a visit to the College Placement
three digital computer positions is a center of the chemical and pe- Kusaba, the Assistant Vice Presi- the company interests him.
gram must be considered in relaOffice may help them plan their future career objectives and
may be secured from The United troleum industry, which is a grow- dent and Assistant Secretary of
tion to the job and company.
As the interview time draws
a more fruitful life.
States Civil Service Commission, ing field. Further, he believes the the Sumitomo Bank of California near, other influencing factors
Secondly, there may be combimerit of the person counts more in the ncetly formed Trust De- should be considered. These inWrt,hIngton, D.C., 20415.
nations of training programs. A
direct assignment position may include punctuality, appearance and
partment.
’ZI213511353Wa.Z21:g2I3WILZ-7.-.’:,
volve attending formal classes.
The Trust Department was cheerfulness.
Armed with such powerful "amUsually the cost of formal classes
formed to increase the services
to the customers of the bank. It munition" as previously mentioned
assassination of President John F. will be defrayed by the employer.
((’ontinued from Page 113)
Because of the cost of the prowas necessary because of the here, the job seeker cannot miss ROTC ceremonies and drills were Kennedy.
4/7Z
being a "sure-fire hit."
grams and the training incurred
rapid growth of the bank.
been
not
have
at
SJS
years
The
picketed by the Student Peace
the employer will expect greater
without tragedy, as many students
Union (SPU). Pickets for and
and faculty have died or have been productivity on the part of the
against the ROTC clashed at many killed. The school was stunned last employee. This, the third point,
ROTC drills. Bob Pisa no was year with the death of four Tahoe- must be considered as being very
elected ASB president for the com- bound SJS students in an airplane important as this is the reason
ing year. The ASB Council ap- crash. Recently three SJS stu- for training new employees.
proved the controversial "Spardi" dents were killed in an automoMOVIE SCRIPT
How does it feel to be ohe of to serve an internship program. statue. SJS was branded as a bile accident.
The Student Math Society anthree girls majoring in industrial This semester she has been work- second-rate school. Controversies
Those students graduating next
design? Senior Sheri Tresh, in- ing for Walter Landor and As- flared over the con t ro 1 of the month who have spent four years nounces that scripts and problems
dustrlal design major says "it’s sociates on a ferryboat in San Spartan Daily and over censorship at SJS have seen great changes for its movie, "Mathematical InFrancisco.
great."
by the SJS Library.
take place in the school and the duction." by Professor Leon HenEach Friday Sheri journeys to
kin, are now available in the math
Sheri admitted that she has
This semester has not been world.
always been interested in door the "Klamath," on pier five where without news value. Dr. Robert
What will the future bring for office, Building 0, for 50 cents
displays but never really consid- she is working on a hypothetical D, Clark took over the position SJS?
each.
problem for her internship.
ered majoring in design.
as SJS president. Fall enrollment
State,
After coming to San Jose
Her problem is to design an again set a new record, as nearly
:110tveri by koie frtlaril
Sheri discovered that industrial interior for an import gift shop 21,000 students enrolled at SJS.
backdesign "gives the broadest
with an emphasis on graphics. An architect was hired for the
(THE Campus Florist/
ground for what I want."
She has been given a sketch plan College Union, Tower Hall began
295-4321
8th & Santa Clara
As part of being an industrial consisting of 5,000 square feet, to give way to the power of bullrequired
design major, Sheri is
basement. main floor and loft. dozers and air jacks, as its demo.7:tra’nui2MMET117=iirlirEnnarianann
CONGRATULATIONS
Sheri’s model is based on the lition began. The ASB Council enfloor plan.
gaged in battles over the issues of
GRADUATING
What is it like to work on a blazers for council members, a
ship? "You hardly even know you band trip, and a student health
SENIORS
are on a ship until you look out plan. Dean Joe H. West anthe window," Sheri said.
nounced that he would retire.
Included on the ship are a suOver their four-year stay at
permarket to test consumer pack- SJS the students have seen many
aging and making advertising prominent speakers on campus.
films, along with a research li- These include Dr. Ralph Bunche,
brary.
William Mandel, U.S. Vice Piesi"The atmosphere is beautiful, dent Hubert Humphrey, California
,1 what they have done to the boat Governor Edmund G. Brown, for1 is fantastic," Sheri said. "The mer U.S. vice president Richard
theme throughout the different Nixon, Arnold J. Toynbee, Vance
l’trartments is nautical." Many Packard, Linus Pauling and John
,t the men working even wear Dos Passos.
. forms of captain and crew.
Many national and international
Sheri concedes that being an events have shaken the world in
,in, fabrk_ation, CI
For 70 year,. lcolor. ,r, ii e , 1
l
industrial design major is a very the past four years, the most sigtower,,
lion of diversified heavy steel products tanks,
interesting and unique experience. nificant of WhiCh is probably the
reactor vessels, wind tunnels, space simulator chamber
cryogenic and other pressure vessels, structural steel . . .
i.II r
good" results in getting jobs in
By DAVE VINCENT
To work or not to work is not their chosen field upon graduation.
the question, but where and for , The general feeling is one of
how muehthat is the SJS grad- great optimism, although the gen.itit els dilemma.
eral sum of some space industries
According to a sampling of de- in the Bay Area may force some
partment heads. SJS students! grads to locate their first jobs in
shottld have "ex tenant" to "very I more booming climates.

Compuier Malors
Need New Exam
For Federal Job

Boa Promotes
SJS Graduate
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Seniors Note SJS Changes

Female Majors in Industrial Design
interns on San Francisco Ferryboat
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Offering graduate Civil En7jineers personalized career development in the
steel fabrication industry . . .
FABRICATION
CONTRACTING
ERECTION

-

Ili

Pittsburg - Des Moines

,

STEEL COMPANY
Western Division Heaclquaiters
P.O. Box 329
:
il

Space Simulator Chamber
Valley Forge,
Pennsylvania
10 mm Hg
32’ x 54’

Winterland
Ski
Center

COMPLETELY REMODELED
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

SKI EQUIPMENT - RENTALS - REPAIRS
TWX Machine with latest Snow
Reports from all Major Ski Re.
sorts During Current Ski Season.

Santa Clara, California
CONTACT: R. F. Barrett, AX 6-0868
U.S. Citizenship Required
An Equal Opportunity Employer

e for Fkr,o ‘,1, II
Meetini
days and Dodge Ridge tie roea
Open every night ’tjl 9 p rn.

WINTERLAND SKI CENTER
440 S. WINCHESTER AVE.
SAN JOSE
ACROSS FROM WINCHESTER MYSTERY HOUSE
PHONE 244-0880

HARTEL MELLER, Manager

SILVA SERVICE
78 So. 4th St.

295-8968
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Why Do Woman Attend College?
To Catch a Man and Work 25 Years
By JANE OM
Sadly Editor
Why do women attend college?
A very informal poll by this
reporter revealed that 40 per cent
(or four out of 101 attend college
"to catch a man." Another 40
per cent checked ’’to work and
make money." Twenty per cent
said "personal satisfaction."
Taking the Average Woman
Graduate (AWG), we find she
is one of nine out of 10 college
women graduates who work some
time in their lives.
AWG is one of 30 million women who work today. They represent one third of the total labor
force and AWG earns part of the
$50 billion women get annually.
EDUCATION
The more education a woman
has, the more she is likely to
work. The U.S. Labor Department reports that 57 out of every
100 college graduates work, compared to 41 per cent of high school
graduates and 28 per cent of elementary school graduates.
AWG will work at least 25
years outside her homeor so

say the statisticians.
Today’s pattern calls for AWG,
whether she is married or single,
to work or attend grad school for
one, two or three years, then bow
out of the labor market while her
family is growing tip. Perhaps 15
years later, when her youngsters
are on their way preparing for
their own career, she will return
to the working world.
Often AWG returns to work
to earn extra money to send Johnnie or Susie to college!
DO’S AND DON’TS
When choosing a college program and future career, one should
remember do’s and don’ts. DO plan
ahead for a job some-time, even
if you don’t wish to work directly after college.
DON’T find yourself in the
plight of a college graduate who
was left a widow in her 40’s. With
no work experience or professional
training, she took a switchboard
job in a department store, taking
phone orders for merchandise advertised in the newspaper.
Whatever your major, there is
a job. The job decision is less clear

Iltureday, /an. 14, 1985

Clothes Don’t Make WomanBut They Help
1.1 a
O1eni1114 tile .1..1
to enter for a job interview can
mean opening the disir to life,
Clothes may not make the man,
or woman, in this case, but they
certainly do help. The potential
employer immediately notices the
person’s physical appearance, even
before the job applicant opens (set’
mouth.
A woman wishing to make the
best impression should dress simply
but smartly. Underdressing is the
key word.

tor the non -science Illaj4)1’ than
the science or math major who
wishes to continue in her field.
The history major may lack vocational training, but employers
will pursue her because she has
learned how to learn. She comes
to him educated; he will train her
In the specific of a job.
TITLES
Titles can be fooling. Often
the AWG’s that job will be as
a "secretary," which conjures up
ideas of often drudgery work. The
term ’administrative assistant"
may more nearly describe the job
AWG is asked to do.
AWG is not married when she
graduates. If All’ has no husband
to limit herself geographically, she
should consider a job in a part
of the United States new to her.
Too many young women today
cluster in the metropolitan centers of New York, San Francisco
and Washington. Too often they
will settle for a routine job in
order to live in a "glamour" city.
The interesting job ahead may
be in some "far-away place with
a strange-sounding name."

For the best RbEnpSiSession, wear a
tailored dress or suit. Italian knits
are a big hit for either fall or
spring interviews. A three-piece
suit or a not-too-tighl dress are
other waxt bets.
MAKE-I’P
Item again, moderation is the
key. Begin with a well -scrubbed
shining face and apply usual face
make-up. Go easy on the eye makeup but use a little if it’s your usual
practice. Don’t go overboard here
because, remember, the intreviewer
might be someone’ father!

Campus Parking Regulations Listed
Concerning SJS campus parking
regulations, the following regulations, policy revisions, and suggestions for more efficient and easier
campus parking have been drawn
up by the SJS Parking Committee.
Parking spaces for students are
available only in the multi -story
garage (the Spartan Garage) located on the west side of Seventh
Street between San Carlos and
San Salvador Streets. Admission
is either by permit and card key
or 25 cents in coin; 25 cent parkers will be admitted after 10 a.m.
Monday-Friday, or sooner if possible.
Parking gates should be approached in a cautious manner,
staying as close as possible to the
left side in order to facilitate
placing the coin or card key in

the proper slot. Coin parkers
should have the proper change
ready, as no change is available
at the garage.
Flagmen are on hand to assist
garage users in finding the easiest
and most available vacant parking spaces, and to assist in cases
of mechanic) trouble in traffic
lanes. The garage attendant on
duty is also available for such assistance if a flagman cannot be
located.
DISABLED STUDENTS
Disabled students should apply
at the garage Security Office for
permits to park in the area marked
"Disabled Students Only," on the
ground floor on the south side
of the garage.
Owners of small cars should

Neckties Follow Fashion Trends Too
From Bronze Collars to Lace Ruffs
When it comes to job hunting,
men are just as concerned about
their physical a p pearance as
women.
Men are concerned with the
right suit, the right shirt, the right
shoes and the right neckties.
Men who laugh at the fads and
foibles of feminine fashion might
drop their superior air if they
would glance back at the history
of this item of apparel. For centuries, men have chosen neckwear
for no other reason than its decorative value. The choices they
made in the past seem downright
laughable to us today.
Men nowadays are as concerned
with comfort as with good looks in
their apparel. Stint, lightweight
neckties are made with modem
fibers, such as Creslan acrylic filament yarn, to insure this easy-towear and easy -to-care -for comfort.
But the well-dressed man of ancient Egypt wore great, heavy
necklaces and collars of beaten
bronze to adorn his neck.
RENAISSANCE DRESS
The Renaissance male felt underdressed without his lace ruff peering over his high, band collar. But
It was the Spaniards of that period
who went from the ridiculous to
the more ridiculous. They wore
huge, pleated ruffs that often
measured a foot-and-a-half in diameter. No wonder these were
called "millstone" ruffs.
While it was the elegant French
courtier of Louis XIV who is best
known for his lace cravats, he did
not originate the style, "Cravat"
was the name the French ;ive to
- -

the linen or muslin scarf worn by
Slavic soldiers.
In eighteenth century France,
the fashion of men wearing wigs
gave rise to unique and intricate
neckwear. The back hair of the
wig was gathered into a little cloth
bag, which was tied with an elaborate ribbon. This ribbon extended
around the neck. Since this ribbon
tied in a bow over a plain cravat,
its name, "solitaire," was somewhat inappropriate.
19T11 CENTURY
Lave jabots, pussy-cat bows, aft
enormous cravat s, sometimes
reaching up over the chin, were
favored by the compleat gentleman around the turn of the 19th
century, and sixty years later, the
firset "necktie" appeared.
The first tie, as such, was a how type. tied in a lover’s knot, with
huge, floppy loops and ends. A narrower version of the same tie was
de rigeur for formal wear.
Even in the twentieth century,
It took a good many years before
neckwear reached its present level
of comfort and good taste. There
were the tight "apple-bobbers" of
the 20’s
bowties that got their
name because of the uncomfortable
way they bobbed about on the
"adam’s apple." And, of course, the
wide, loud, and garish neckties of
the 30’s and 40’s are still the butt
of many a joke.
Today, popular neckwear is neat,
tasteful, and practical. The new
ties of Creslan acrylic filament not
only come in a man’s favorite patterns and colors, but they are actually wash ’n wear!

G I IFTS TO PLEAS

COME IN AND SEE
OUR WIDE RANGE OF GIFTS
FOR JANUARY GRADUATES

11-/E
, GILDED
do; CAGE
455 E. William

near 10th St.

SKIRTS
BLOUSES
SWEATERS

park in the "Small Cars Only"
spaces, in order that conventional
car drivers can use the other
spaces.
Employees are permitted to
park in the 200 spaces on the
north half of the ground floor of
the garage, and in any of the
ground lots except the Administration Lot One, Men’s P.E. Lot
11, and 329 S. Fifth St. Access
to these lots is by special permit
only, until after 5 p.m., and on
weekends, when these lots will be
open to all employees having valid
parking permits.
The Parking Committee says
experience has shown the best approach to the employees’ entrance
to the Spartan Garage is from
San Carlos Street. This approach
avoids cutting across south-bound
traffic lanes on Seventh Street.
Exiting the garage from the southeast exit, it is illegal to make a
left turn onto San Cab is Street.
PARKING uoMMiTTEE
Parking, policy stipulates Matt
all permit holdersboth employees
and students will park in the
designated areas, and that 25
cent garage parkers will be permitted use of the garage as space
permits. This will allow for maximum utilization of the parking facilities.
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SET TO INTERVIEWGlerna He,neman is all set for a job
interview. Although the art student from Hayward is only a freshman, she will be ready to knock on the door of opportunity
when she graduates. Glenna will make a good impression on a
future employer in her navy blue suit with red accessories.

Women’s Faculty Club To Sponsor
Coffee Programs Today, Monday
The kVimien s acuity Club will timothy E. Beegle :mil Mrs. Yvonne
sponsor a coffee hour from 3:30 to Anderson of the Secretarial Administration Department.
5 p.m. today in Hl.
Special hostesses will be Miss
Hostesses for the coffee hour
Monday in Cafeteria room A will
BONFIRE
A two-story high pre-game bon- be Miss Helen Dinunick, former
fire, the first one seen in the area associate dean of students, and Dr.
In 11 years, warmed an eager Eleanor Coombe, professor of physcrowd of 1,200 Spartans at the ical education. All women faculty
Santa Clara County fairgrounds members are invited to attend the
9:30 to II a.m. affair.
during Homecoming, Mo.

HAIR
Don’t try anything new for the
Big Day. If the job applicant wants
to create a new image for her new
job, she should try out various
hairdos weeks in advance and get
used to the mirror reflecting a
new "do." Fancy hair styles created by the hair stylist prior to the
interview have a way of backfiring.
They can command too much attention by the interviewer and can
be distracting to the young lady
underneath the pile of hair.
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Wear a necklace and bracelet, pin
and earrings, or any combination
of the two. Rings don’t count -as long as they’re not worn on
both hands. Keep jewelry simple.
Don’t clash, Forget about wearing
a copper bracelet with pearls. Instead. concentrate attention with
matching gold, matching silver or
matching pearl accessories.
GLOVES
The difference between a well
dressed manias) and one who just
nicely" can often be the
addition of a pair of gloves. (’on trast gloves with the outfit. With a
nits), blue iir black suit, wear
while gloses. With a pale pink
(tTIlI;ht1 ESSOR I ES
Lasi rule to remember. but it
very inumirtant one, is 10 mateh
handbag and shoes. A simple handbag will suffice. Leave Dobbin’s
feedbag, which has been carted to
and front school for four years, id
hi Inc.

Free Book Airs
Job Opportunities

Male SJS students graduating in
1965 may pick up free copies of the
book "Career 1965," a listing of job
opportunities in all major fields
at SJS, according to Derry A.
Kauffman, supervisor of business
and industrial placement.
Kauffman said the book tells
about writing risumes, the variety
of jobs open at various companies
and lists job openings by academic
major and geographic area. It is
JEWELRY
Two’s company but three’s a free from the receptionist in ADM
crowd. For simple day-time wear, 234 to all men students being
two pieces of jewelry are fine. graduated in 19(35.

To complete your
Job Application
a good photo is important
No Appointment Necessary -10-5 Daily
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The Visible

Grads To Write
Job Applications
In Near Future
Writing a letter of application
to a prospective employer is a
job most, college graduates will
soon face. To some people, letter
writing is easy, hut to others it
is awkward and heroines a frustrating experience.
Pacific Gas and Electric Company has published bulletins giving examples of good and bad
features of letter writing.
First, the letters should be simple and in proper English. Technical words and cliches should
not be used. The letter should not
run on and on. After the letter
has said what the writer intended, it should be finished.
According to the bulletin, there
is no more important factor for
building good will than courtesy.
"Courtesy implies being human
and considerate. It is the essence
of the ’you’ attitude."
Of course, every letter of inquiry from the company should
be answered promptly.
There are several ways in which
a letter can irritate the reader.
A curt or commanding tone is a
simple lack of courtesy. Another
lack of courtesy is form letters.
An employer may think twice
about hiring someone if he believes the applicant has sent the
same letter to many companies.
Word appeal is another factor
of good letter writing. The word
the writer chooses should have a
warm and positive quality rather
than a negative and unpleasant attitude. Examples of negative words
are "uncertain," "deny" and "dis
satisfied," Positive words ar,
"cooperate," "confident," "wit ling" and "pleasure." ,
Above all the writer should remember that the letter he sends
through the mail is representing
him to the employer. The letter
may make a difference in the
employer’s decision.
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Campus Seniors See Many Changes At SJS During Four Years
’’WE WANT PANTIES!" shouted this segment of a crowd of
,bout 100 students at Wendy
Glen. And panties they got as
the pajama -clad coeds threw
down their spare lingerie to the
below. The scene was
Crowd
duplicated at other campus living centers. Participants were
liberally doused with water
as well as panties.

Those beTRAFFIC JAM
tween -class traffic jams became
a thing of the past when Seventh Street was closed to vehicle traffic and opened to
pedestrian crossing all along
the street.

Tower stands,
TOWER The
still strong, amidst a mass of
rubble as bulldozers demolish
the surrounding hall. Graduates
wipe away a tear as they nostalgically remember Tower Hall
as it once stood strong and tall.

KENNEDYHe came, we saw,
he was conquered. President
John F. Kennedy will live on in
the minds of Americans. He
came to San Jose to campaign for the Presidency and
the public reached out to him.
Oct. 22, 1963 was a tragic day
when announcement of his assassination echoed through the
halls. Have you heard, have
you heard? Yes, they had heard.

Blind Students Seek College Degrees
arm ely, either orally or with a
tcutter. Although the establishment of an appropriate time allotment is a complex and unsolved
pi..,blem, an arbitrary time standard set by the Stale of California
for civil service exams is one and
one hall times as much for the
BASIC METHODS
Idital person as for the sighted
As for reading, there are four person.
in
basic methods available, used
all combinations by the people
HELPING HAND
interviewed; all requiring, at
MOBILITY AND READING
A helping hand is being offered
How do these students meet the some stage of the game, the use the blind students here on camdemands of campus life without of the hight of others. They are pus. Delta Gamma sorority is
sight? Mobility and reading are Braille, disc recordings, tape re- carrying on, in their philanthropy
the two areas which require the cordings, and live readers. Many program, a project Maid the blind
agencies throughout the country and visually handicapped.
greatest adaptation.
to the producPEACE CORPS VETERAN
Blind students do a lot more devote themselves
The DG project, which will go
tion of recorded and Brailled maMike McAviney, blind since the walking than the average. When
terial. But for a college student,
age of 13, is a Peace Corps veteran. longer distances are involved, pubthe shortage of time and the great
He recently returned from Ecuador lie transportation is used as much
variety of reading required make
where he pioneered programs for as possible. Sounds, air currents,
the live reader the most important
the education of the blind children other people, traffic patterns, sun
aid to the blind student.
of that country. For an idea of the and shadow, heat radiation, and
The Department of Rehabilitaextent of Mike’s work there, we ground contour all play an importion of the State of California
can note that he was replaced by tant part in a blind person’s short
1)1.. Gerard Tell/al:Ian is a visitprovides funds for the payment
111,,, fresh PC Volunteers. Mike di.tance navigation.
of readers. It might he added that ing research associate in the SJS
-111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Mtintifitt most of the students interviewed Chemistry Department this year
ilso record their reading sessions from the University of Saskatchewan. He is working with Dr. Allot. later reference and study.
Typing is essential for a blind bert J. Castro on a study of anti,t talent. However, it is a good idea fungal agents. "We hope," Tertzato keep in shape for handwriting kian explained, "to uncover poten, in a pinch, according to Bitts, who tial anti -cancer agents as well."
BEST WISHES TO THE GRADUATES
Since receiving his Ph.D. from
keeps his hand-written lines sepOF 1965, FROM
arated by a simple folded-up pa- the University of Saskatchewan,
per that is unrolled one fold at Tertzakian has been employed in
a time to cover each line as it chemistry research, most recently
PAUL’S CARDS
is written, and so provide a guide with the National Research Coun34 Fountain Street
for the next.
cil in Canada.
Tic has published a rainilua of
Tests are usually taken sep!Diu 117;
m
Bum
r,1111111111111110111111111111111111111 1 pi Bp

How does a blind student make
it through this grind called college? In order to find out how
finial students make it through
14111,1,, and is hat I bell’ sPecial
are on c,innius, a Spartan
.
r I c r interviewed Jan
Brady, 1,..stia,an, Mike McAvinev,
junior, and Bob hit Is, graduate
1ident.
11r.i.ly is majoring in SpanMt a subject which she hopes to
teach in California schools. Jan,
I lind since birth, is active in several organizations on campus. She
lakes a special interest in religious
and political activities.

is now majoring in sociology and
looks forward to a career in rehabilitation of the blind.
! Bob Hilts, now working on a
master’s degree in mathematics, is
a teacher of that subject and it
graduate mechanical engineer from
Stanford. Blinded by a sulfur dioxide burn at about the time of his
graduation in 1959. Bob went into
teaching at the secondary level.

A long white cane of ten is t he
only extra tool needed to provide
a sort of tactual antenna for determining the detailed nature of the
immediate enviornment, such as
the presence of a lamp-post or flip
hydrant one step ahead.

into operation starting with next
spring semester, will help blind
students register and will help
them get oriented to campus life.
As part of the project, DG sorority
sisters will take any blind student
who desires, to his classes until
he is able to orient himself as to
the locations of his classrooms.
"How does the blind student
make it through college?" It’s
easy, if you don’t mind working
twice as hard to get the same
job done.
"What are their special needs
on campus?" They are pretty
much the same as those of other
students, plus the frequent need
for borrowed or rented sight.

Canadion Professor Here
As Chemistry Dept. Visitor
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california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando

al (Hes 111 111)111 the chemistry of
natural products and in synthetic
chemistry.
The biggest difference between
SJS and other colleges he has
known is that research has only
recently been initiated here.
He is also impressed with the
large number of students accommodated at SJS in such a closely
limited physical area. Lack of
space is the greatest problem of
the department here, he said.
Tertzakian also finds a greater
proportion of girls attending college than in the Canadian schools.
What does he do when he’s not
studying chemistry? His family
Mrs. Tertzakian, a 4 -year-old son
and a year-old daughterkeep him
busy. "I think the thing we enjoy
most Is getting in the car and
driving to see things. There are
so many, many things to see here,"
he said.
He has two main impressions
of the San Jose area: the pleasure
of the mild winter and the frustration of the everyday rush. "The
two balance out nicely," Tertzakian concluded. "It’s quite different
from home, but we enjoy it."
PROFESSOR ON LEAVE
Thomas F. McGowan, associate
professor of sanitation at SJS is
currently on leave of absence
from the college faculty, and from
the San Jose City Health Department staff to take a federal public health post in Vietnam. He was
In India in 1957 on a similar assignment.

A girl can really go places
as a United Air Lines stewardess
United, with the world’s largest jet fleet, flies to the most
U.S. cities and resorts. So, as a United stewardess, you can
fly to glamorous places like New York, San Francisco, Las
Vegas, Miami, maybe even Hawaii! You’ll have a challenging
and responsible position, a promising future and a first year
average salary of $375 per month plus expenses.
Train at our expense in United’s new Stewardess School
in Chicago. Graduate after 51/2 weeks to an exciting, rewarding career. If you are between 20 and 26, between 5’2" and
59", a high school graduate and single, apply now!
Apply: Saturday, January 16, II a". - 2 p.m.
Employment Office San Francisco Maintenance
San Francisco International Airport

Basal

tabs(
UNITED
MEP

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Military Service Useful, Psychology Student Publishes
Seniors
Brings Positive Results Maturation’ Manuscript
Service to country is part of
the American heritage which one
should accept without resentment
or regret. Positive results may be
obtained, not the least of which
will be the satisfaction of fulfilling as an American this heritage.
There is no doubt that the sacrifice of leaving family, friends
and job prospects is in order, but
there will be compensations. Maturity will be gained by accepting
military service responsibility and
thus enhance one’s profile to a
prospective employer.
Advantage should be taken of
the opportunity to complete one’s
college education before entering
service. Interruption of studies
and the possibility of not completing the college years would be
a decided handicap in seeking employment later.
Career planning should begin in
college regardless of the prospect
of fulfilling military duty after
graduation. Failure to do so can
lead to many disadvantages, including a loss of contacts with
prospective employersparticularly those which can be made
through campus recruiting. By establishing contacts while in college it is possible to maintain a
line of communication during the
service period.
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HAVE FORESIGHT
Perhaps the most significant
conclusion made by company personnel men who interview ill -prepared job applicants on discharge
from the service is lack of foresight and judgment.
The U.S. Army offers enlistment for officers’ candidate school
limited to college graduates but
probably the most popular program is the six-month active duty
with reserve status for five and
one-half years. There would be
48 weekly drill periods per year
in addition to 15 days of active
duty in the summer.
The U.S. Air Force has an officers’ training school for a fouryear period. Usually the candidate would be in wok k related to
his degree. The Air Force, depending on quota, also has a six-month
program with the five and onehalf year reserve status. This
would entail one weekend per
month and a two-week summer
program.
NAVY
The U.S. Navy has officer training for those with college degrees.
There is no six-month program in
the Navy nor in the U.S. Naval
Reserve. The Reserve has twoyear and four-year inactive reserve
programs.
NATIONAL GUARD
The National Guard offers enlistment for six years of which six
months would be active duty in
the U.S. Army. There would be
weekly sessions through the year
plus a two-week summer program.
Most employers recommend the
six-month program since it would
release the job applicant much
sooner.
Faced with military service, the
college senior often procrastinates
and does little to plan his future.
He may assume that companies
are not interested in him if he is
not Immediately available for
work, or he may not bother to
plan his future, believing that,
with two years of service ahead,
this problem of job choice will
somehow be solved.
The best time for charting the
future is during college and particularly during the last year
when campus and off-campus recruiting and visiting are prevalent. It would be wise to proceed
on the assumption that one will
be immediately available for fulltime employment upon college
graduation. If he is hired before
service, some benefits may accrue,

including insurance, credits toward
annual leave, profit sharing, retirement, and possibly the differential in salary during the twoweek summer reserve program.
Some job applicants have estabHshed contacts with prospective
employers even though the job
may be deferred until after tour
of duty. The applicant should
maintain these contacts. Many
men eliminate themselves from
further cosideration simply by failing to follow up,
DISCHARGE INTERVIEW
Some companies recruit at miltory centers and therefore it would
be advisable to register at the discharge center for possible interviews. The College Placement Annual is available at most discharge points.
The period of military service
can be fruitful as months and
years of an aging process and the
maturity acquired will be a distinct asset in the search for employment.
Some men and women return
from service with every appearance of having been in hibernation.
They have done little or nothing
to improve themselves and their
appeal as college graduates has
been lessened,
On discharge from service the

She deals in her viper with the
concept of sex, contrasting Freudianism and traditional Indian
thought.
She is currently writing television series for Special Services.
a program devoted to school psychology. She is also one of the
coordinators of a spring symposium "Approaches to the Self,"
sponsored by the Sangha club,

A research paper by a mother
of five children majoring psychology, was published in November-December issue of the Main
Current in Modern Thought, a
professional psychology journal.
Mrs. Glenny S. Spitze, wife of
Dr. LeRoy A. Spitze, SJS professor
of chemistry, had written her
manuscript, "Syzygy: A Symbol
of Maturation" in Dr. Jay R. McCullough, associate professor of
philosophy’s Philosophy Directed
Reading Course.
The manuscript was rend before
the Spartan Psychological Associations annual meeting in May,
1964, and it was decided to publish it in the Main Currents in
Modern Thought.
Mrs. Spitze, Asian philosophy
High student drop-out rates at
minor, develops in "Syzygy" an
necesexploration of the meaning of each semester’s end, do not
be
man -women relationship which is sarily mean these students will
expressed in a term "Syzygy." lost to the employer as future
employee prospects.
’The state college," Dr. Ralph
job-seeker all too often is unimCummings, dean of admissions
pressive. He has lost his contact
said. "is a transient college, much
with the employment market; his
as we might like it to be otherservice contributions were negawise."
live; he is unsure of himself and
Some reasons for this are that
too dependent on others for job
the lower
assistance. If a person is rated the state college serves
who
in this class, he has wasted his and middle income people,
service time, bluired his image often have to spread their educaand reduced his prospects to a tion beyond the usual four years.
fraction of what they might have A higher proportion of state college students work, as compared
I been.
to state universities or private
schools. They may stay out for
a semester periodically, thus interrupting a continuous enrollment.
Many students transfer from
junior colleges to a state college
and on to a university.
In view of this, there is a high
rate of student turn over at SJS.
However, the relatively high percentage of students who enroll
but do not graduate is misleading
unless viewed in light of this
transient quality.
The twenty per cent who will
not return in spring and the fifty
per cent who will not enroll next
fall can not be considered dropouts. It is impossible to know how
rriany will enroll at other schools
and how many will return to SJS
at a later registration.
A follow-up study to answer
these questions is desired, Cummings said.

College Drop-outs
Remain as Future
Job Prospects

What will suit do when you
are graduated from college? Many
seniors face this decision now, because in the next month they will
be stepping out into the world,
from SJS.
Some of them will be extending
their education by seeking a
higher degree, while others will

Plan Careers
be clothing their chosen prom
skins.
Mike Rogers, from Burlingame,
plans to go to graduate school in
business at SJS and work parttime for PProvident Mutual Life
Insurance Company. Also planning
to attend graduate school at SJS
are Jerry Chaim, social science

Grades, Activities Get Jobs
For College Graduates, Study Finds
College graduates who ol,tain the
most desirable positions in the
world of business are characterized
by an identifiable general pattern
of qualifications.
This was disclosed in a recent
study of current graduates by A.
S. Hann, director of placement for
the graduate school of business administration at the University of
Michigan.
First, and perhaps foremost, the
highly successful candidate has
taken pains to orient himself as to
occupational field or fields. He has
done a thorough job of self-analysis, has given careful attention to
the areas of possible interest and
then has made a realistic determination of those for which he is
potentially best suited by ability.
Such orientation is essential so
the individual, in his placement
activity, can not only conserve his
energies by concentrating his fire
on the most likely targets, but also
so he can create with company
representatives a strong image as
to who he is and what he can do
A second quality characterizim
the successful candidate is goo,’
personal presentation with special
emphasis on effective oral communication. The t y pical campus
screening interview puts the candidate "on display" for only 30
minutes or less, and company decisions to give further consideration are typically based on impressions formed at this point.
Thirdly, more and more companies are reserving the premium
offers for those candidates who in
college have demonstrated evidence
of administrative potential, with
the emphasis on "demonstrated."
The candidate who has actively
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soutdit responsibility in campus activities has marked himself as a
better bet to achieve a successful
career than one who has neither
sought nor accepted opportunities
to develop and exercise administrative know-how.
Finally, scholastic attainment Is
perhaps the closest to being a universal selection factor on the part
of companies recruiting college
graduates. Any judgment of a person by a potential employer must
necessarily be conditioned by an
evaluation of how well the candidate has acquitted himself in the
main business at handhis schodttring his college
lactic work
years.
High grades, however, do not
necessarily guarantee a top position. The person with a more modest academic record who can display important non-scholastic qualities is often at an advantage over
the person who is tops scholastically but shows very few other
qualities.

Club To Honor
Graduates Today
The Occupational Therapy
will hold a farewell tea today at
3:30 in ilB301 honoring graduating club members.
The seniors to be honored are
Linda Matteck, Ann Nakashima,
Betty Ann Holmes and Jeannette
Winters.
Dr. Rizpah M. Kindstrom, associate professor of nursing, will
speak at the ceremonies.
Immediately preceding the
meeting, pictures will be taken
for the LaTorre.

and Ben
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1Bycel, history major from Huntington Park.
Military obligations will be fulfilled soon after graduation by
Bob Morrell, business administration major from Lodi; Tom
Welsh, business administration
majoe from Whittier; Larry Solari, business administration major front Lodi, and Reed Hansen,
history major from Upland.
Upon completion of his health
and hygience major, Dave Campbell will journey to Argentina
where he will work with the foreign health service.
Marketing majors Diane Drischler and Gary Brasfield are uncertain about what they will do and
where they will work. Hopefully,
they both want jobs in the Bay
Area. Gary hails from San Carlos,
while Diane’s home is in El Sobrante.
Advertising majors have varied
plans, too. Joan Wilkins, from
Richmond, will begin training in
Capwell’s executive program in
Oakland after getting married.
Tony Borgman, from Exeter. will
work with Zamzow Advertising
Inc. in Fresno as a copy writer.
Southern California is the hoped
for area where Bob Johns will
work. He is from Tarzana.
LaCross, Wis., is the destination of engineering major Roc
Burrell who will work at Trane
Air Conditioning as a sales engineering trainee.
Carolyn Kinet, photo-journalism
major, plans to work in Middletown, N. Y., as a photo journalist.
Carolyn’s home is Boron, Calif.
Reporting for a peninsula newsdaper is the goal of Jerry Area,
journalism major from Menlo
Park while Stan Nascimento,
journalism major from San Jose
!s uncertain where he will work.
Education major Mary Jo Dunn,
from Lafayette, plans to teach the
primary grades on the North Peninsula.
After getting married. Howard
Kaplan, accounting-political science major from Los Angeles, will
work as an accountant for PriceWaterhouse in Los Angeles.
Ken Bowen, engineering major
from Fresno, plans to attend graduate school at Fresno State,

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNERSheri Tresh, senior industrial design
major from SJS, works on the design for an import shop in the
studio of Walter Landor and Associates in San Francisco. She
is an intern serving at the ihternational designing firm.

NOW,
WHO
THOUGHT
THAT

A STATION WAGON-CAMPERIs displayed to a fellow student by Craig Yamamoto, senior in Industrial Design at San Jose
State College. His concept of a multi-puopose vehicle won him
a Ford Motor Co. scholarship. He interned with General Motors
Corp. last summer.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TiC0 S
IACOS
Congratulations
Seniors.
May your mil rows be
few and your tacos
many.
Phone Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James

For aeons, man has looked up to the
stars... wondering...questioning.
Now, at last, those age-old questions
of what lies beyond his farthest gaze are
being answered by creative, down-toearth thinking.
At Lockheed Missiles & Space Cornpany in Palo Alto and Sunnyvale, California, a select and dedicated team of
POLARIS missiles and Aotros satellite
specialists oontinue to evolve new conceptsfurther extending man’s outward
reach. These scientists and engineers,
schooled in logic, skilled in shirt -sleeve
knowhow, explore a thousand thoughts
every day.
What might you think up in such dis
tinguished company?
Lockheed strongly encourages con
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tinuing education and advanced degree
work as a basis for creative thinking. Two
programs are maintained in support of
this principle:
LMSC’s Tuition Reimbursement Program remits seventy-five percent of
the tuition for approved courses taken
by professional and technical people
who are working full time.
The Graduate Study Program permits
selected engineers and scientists of
outstanding scholarship arid potential
to obtain advanced degrees at company expense while on research
assignments.
Advanced degree candidates in Physics
or Mathematics; Electrical/Electronics,
Aeronautical or Mechanical Engineering
should investigate career opportunities

at Lockheed. BS candidates in AE, EE
and Mathematics are also encouraged
to apply.
Since we will not be able to visit your
school this year, please write to:
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company,
College Relations, Bldg. 530, P.O. Box
504, Sunnyvale, California 94088.

Al
LOCKHEED
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Placement Office Aids Graduating Seniors in finding Jobs
Ai t.
,pending four or more
years in college working toward a
degree, you are about to be graduated. Your friends are asking
about your future plans. Your answer may be "1 don’t know yet."
In a situation like this, the first
Place to go Is to the college placement office.
Placement services are designed
to bring the student and employer
together. "Most of the students
come to us for information," Dr.
Edward W. Clements, placement
officer. said. "Therefore most of
our work is tlone directly with the
employers."
Dr. Clements pointed out that
the counselors do contact students.
They visit senior seminars and
classes to give students information about the placement services.

READY FOR TESTThis 50 -foot, two-andahalf-ton experimental model is being used to
study the effects of adding a horizontal tail to a
supersonic triangular -wing aircraft by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic’s
Ames Laboratory at Moffett Feld. Mounted

in the Laboratory’s giant 40 -foot by 80 -foot
wind tunnel, the model is being used in experiments to determine the landing and takeoff
characteristics of such a plane. Huge vanes
pass the air smoothly around the wind tunnel’s
corners.

"Tht, 1. too bad because we often
have top men in business and industry visiting the campus during
the year. If we know about the
student’s interest early in the year,
we can establish interviews for
him."
Counseling is another service offered at the placement office.
CONFUSION
"We can also describe the positions more clearly than books or
pamphlets," Dr. Clements said.
There is often confusion about the
terminology of a position or the
student has formed an image and
therefore hesitates to go into a
part ieular field."
The placement office has four
major counselors that work directly with education majors and
Derry A. Kauffman is the head of
business and industry placement.
Dr. Clements works with students
interested in administrative positions. Mrs. Dale B. Harris helps
students interested in jr. college,
college a n d over-seas positions.
Mrs. Mary V. Schee counsels students interested in secondary
school positions and Mrs. Marian
Winters helps elementary education majors.
REFERRALS
"More students are placed in
jobs through referrals than campus interviews," Dr. Clements said.
The placement office does more
r,,t
,115 than HO

TwO CAREER DAYS
The placement office also sponsors two career days during the
year. The federal career day is
held in the fall and the county
career day in the spring. At these
times representatives from business and industry are on campus
to interview students and tell about
available positions.
"The earlier a student establishes
a file with the placement office,
the earlier we can begin to help
him," Dr. Clements pointed out.
He said that often a student will
wait until the last minute before
III1 tie
t it
the
tl:tvetitent office

ntlp the students. The coun,
dent who is not able to continue
his college work, and they have
placed more than 7500 students in
part-time positions.
The counselors in the placement
office are in constant contact with
the public. They send out letters,

have radio programs a:1,1 ,tnnouncements, place advertising in newspapers, display notices and talk
with members of service clubs.
Booklets on interviews and placements, as well as the "College
Placement Annual" are available
in the placement office.

Graduates Can Expect Job Changes,
Half of Learning To Become Obsolete
The
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at least
changes during his working life.
lie can also expect that half of
everything lie is learning now will
be obsolete in five years if he is
a physics major, 10 years if he
is an engineering major and 15
years if he is a pre-law student.
These predictions are the opinions expressed by Seymour Wolf.
hem, Labor Department employment expert, in an interview recently.
Any student who specializes
early in the face of such a fluid
occupational outlook is making a
serious mistake, according to
Wolf bein. He advised students to
delay their majors as long as possible and take a wide variety of
courses to give them chances at a
wider variety of jobs.
,lthx’i ii ttt,tetil th:ti thit ttt:tirt
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challenge for students entering the professions will
he keeping up to dute with new
developments. As recent graduates
or college returnees get pay
raises and promotions, those with
outmoded knowledge will find
themselves left behind, he said.
A recent Labor Department
study illustrated the premium
on new knowledge. Physicists
with recent BA’s were found to
be better paid than those with
older Ph.D.’s
Life-long education will be needed to avoid obsolescence in the
professions, said Paul Sheats, dean
of extension at the University of
California.
Echoing Wolfbein’s
views, he said that nearly one out
of every eight workers is now a
professional person, and that the
average amount of education for
these workers has risen to 17
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DELTA SIGMA PHI

DELTA GAMMA

rt,nt.polulatiuns and Best of I ut.1,
JERRY ARCA

The ladies of Delta Gamma

ROC BURRELL

BILL HOULIHAN

JERRY CHAINE

BOB JOHNS

MIKE WINTER

‘tb

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
The Brothers of Alpha Tau Omega extend their best wishes
to their January Graduates, and wish them the greatest of
success.

congratulate their graduating seniors
The Brothers of Delta Sigma Phi
Barbara Ahearn Pam Gaynor
Lynn Christie

Ann Merrill

Raylene Hermann Sharon Reed
Nancie Niederholzer

Dave Mileski

Duncan Kilpatrick

Bruce Penman

Chad Schneller

Bob Vincent

Tom Barber

Rich Carlson

Dallas Hall

Bob Splan

PHI KAPPA ALPHA

I.

Steve Barragar

The Brothers of Phi Kappa Alpha wish to congratulate
the following Graduating Brothers:
LARRY SOLARI

KAPPA DELTA

BOB SCHENONE

DON ADAMS

BOB MORELL

GAMMA PHI BETA

The Ladies of Kappa Delta say
Gamma Phi Beta wishes its January Graduates

SIGMA CHI

congrats to our January graduates ...

1
the best of luck.

Suzanne Stewart

Marilyn Bell

Martin Weichert

Donnie Maher

The Brothers of Sigma Chi wish to congratulate the Graduating Brothers
and wish them all the success in the world:

SIGMA KAPPA
7:nnrjratulahow, and b-st wishp.. to our

Fall Graduates

Porn Neumeister

Bonnie Willes

Claudia Goodale

Sharon King

MICHAEL COOK

ROBERT PINGER

LEN MAGNANI

TIMOTHY ROSS McCALL

GARY WESCOMBE

GERALD HOLMAN

Sharon Moy

Gwen Donaldson

Sally Breckenridge

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
The Ladies of Kappa Kappa Gamma congratulate

THETA XI

LYNN WALL

The Brothers of Theta Xi wish to congratulate the following January graduating seniors.

as outstanding graduate

Al Gray

Gary Brasfield

Bob Schulenburg

From the Ladies of Sigma Kappa

CHI OMEGA
Thou to our own girls good luck we can’t send:
to all other houses "congrats" we extend.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA

CHI OMEGA

Kappa Alpha Theta wishes to send
its congratulations to its graduates
Judy Sewell

Kathy Anderson

Nancy Whitcomb

Wendy Rogers

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon congratulate our gradu-

ALPHA OMICRON PI
The Ladies of Alpha Omicron Pi
Congratulate Graduating Seniors:
CONNIE EHLERS

TRUDI FRIEND

ating seniors, and wish them the best of luck in the future.

Steve Reid

Gene Baroway

Larry Walker

Phil Baker

